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New Orleans is a port city and as such attracted visitors
came from faraway places, especially from South America and
the Caribbean. Around 1912 the world was experiencing a
Tango dance craze. This craze sweep New Orleans and soon
there was a part of the French Quarter that one newspaper
reporter, in the part bordering Rampart Street of the Quarter,
began calling it “The Tango Belt” with the concentration of
halls, cabarets, saloons, restaurants and café centering around
the 'unofficial' boundaries of Canal, Rampart, St. Peters and
Rampart Streets. Other clubs around the nearby vicinity were
also included in this distinction. Articles give other boundaries,
but it is in the general area of the upper French quarter and
still are considered 'in the District' along with Storyville.
There were many places of entertainment within the
'district' (Storyville and the Tango Belt) The Blue Book listed 9
cabarets, four of them-two for whites and two for colored, were
not within the boundaries of Storyville:

Casino Cabaret (white) 1400 Iberville Street
Union Cabaret (white) 135 n. Basin Street
Lala's Cabaret (colored) 135 N. Franklin Street
New Manhattan Cabaret colored) 1500 Iberville Street
In 1917 when the Navy closed Storyville only 5 cabarets were
affected, all restricted for the use of whites.
Abadie Cabaret - 11501 Bienville Street
102 Ranch - 206-208 N. Franklin Street
My Place Cabaret - 1216 Bienville Street
Villa Cabaret - 221 N. Franklin
Rice's Cafe & Cabaret - 1501 Iberville
Many more cabarets were in existence prior to 1917.
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Some of the leading characters of the District are pictured
below:

A photo of a group at a party - including: 1)Peter Dueblerbrother, II)Josie Arlington, (Mary Duebler), III)John Brady,
IV)Ann Duebler, V)Tom Anderson, VI)Judge Richard Otero

'The French Quarter by Herbert Asbury (1938) In this book
the location of the 'red-light' district is given below. This
location included what became known as 'The Tango Belt'.
Thus the area of 'The Tango Belt' was included in what
became known as Storyville or the District. Perhaps because of
a city ordinance that included the Tango Belt is why early
writers assumed that jazz was played in Storyville.
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'The ordinances thus finally determined upon as a quasilegal red-light district comprised five blocks of Iberville,
Bienville, Conti, and St. Louis streets, and three on each of
North Basin, Treme, Villere, Marais, North Franklin, and
North Robertson Streets-a total of thirty blocks occupied solely
by brothels and assignation houses, and by saloons cabarets
and other enterprises which depended upon vice for their
prosperity. (Sic: This distinction included the area of the Tango
Belt. There were saloons and clubs in Storyville's location)
('No provision was made for such resorts in the section of
the city above Canal Street or the lake front.')
A trip to the gateway to Storyville began with a drink or
two and a dance or two at the Arlington Annex and perhaps a
another cabaret or saloon, and then on to Storyville.
French Quarter Management District - History of the French
Quarter by John Magill
'In the first decades of the 20th century there was the
'Tango Belt' around Iberville Street where an array of dance
halls, honkytonks, restaurants and theaters were located.
Prohibition in the 1920s destroyed the Tango Belt, but at the
same time a few clubs began turning Bourbon Street into a
nightlife venue and by the end of Prohibition in 1933 Bourbon
Street nightlife was replacing the Tango Belt.'
Unforgivable Whchress - Randy Sandke
'Very few brothels could afford an entire orchestra or
even a quartet of musicians. A brass band would have been
completely out of place. Therefore Bolden's style owed more to
the sanctified church than to the music performed regularly
within the vice district. But jazz band flourished in Storyville,
not in the brothels but in the many clubs that formed the
'Tango Belt' on the vice district's border. Tom Anderson's
Cafe, where both Oliver and Armstrong played, was just a few
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steps down Basin Street from Lulu White's Mahogany Hall,
the most lavish brothel in the district. The date of Storyville's
official establishment was January 1, 1898, right around the
time Bolden began his career as a musician.'
Rod Carew Article
'The white cabarets in New Orleans that I recall which
were not located in Storyville, (Six: named the Tango Belt) and
which flourished between 1911 and 1919 were nearly all
contained in the small area bounded by Canal, Rampart, St.
Louis and Dauphine Streets. The names do not come to my
mind readily, but among many others there were Anderson's,
The Haymarket, The Orchard and the Cadillac. I believe that
the Haymarket was the oldest, as it seems to have been
operating on Customhouse Street near Dauphine Street for
many years. Some accounts have it that the word jazz
originated in the billing at the Haymarket of a musical outfit
that imitated Stalebread Charles' Spasm Band. When their
popularity was at its height, cabarets seemed to spring up at a
moment's notice. All a small barroom had to do was to clear
out the back room decorate it, put in a few more light, some
new tables and chairs, put a piano in one corner, and hang out
a sign. They were right good entertainment at times, and most
of them were very reasonable. '
Classic Jazz - Floyd Levin
'Mahogany Hall was just one of Storyville's many jazz
venues. Around the corner, in a wooden structure on Bienville
Street, Jimmie Noon and Buddy Petit entertained patrons at
Frank Earl's cabaret in the block behind Tom Anderson's
Cafe, Lorenzo Tio, Jr., played clarinet with cornetist Freddie
Keppard and King Oliver at the 'Big 25' on Franklin Street.
John the Greek's, across the street, was an early venue for
Buddy Bolden's band. Papa Mutt Carey began his career
nearby at the 101 Ranch. Oscar Celestin held forth from 8
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p.m. until 4. a.m. the next morning at the popular Tuxedo, also
on Franklin Street. Kid Ory's Brownskin Babies worked in the
next block at Pete Lala's Cafe.
Just as jazz was caching on elsewhere in the country, it
was hitting hard times in New Orleans. Storyville was closed
by the U. S. Navy in November 1917 after four sailors died
there in a brawl. With the red light turned off, jazzmen moved
northward to search for work. Many of them followed Ed
Garland to Chicago, which quickly replaced New Orleans as
the nation's jazz center. The new arrivals found lucrative jobs
in the underworld clubs that sprung up after passage of the
unpopular Volstead Act, which launched the Prohibition era in
1919.'
Jazz Interviews at Tulane Jazz Archives, New Orleans
Most musicians agree about the activities in the Tango Belt
but one must realize that each has his own personal experience.
Ed 'Montudie Garland (Sic: About cabarets in the Tango
Belt.)
In 1896, New Orleans alderman, Sidney Story, suggested
a city law to set aside a portion of the French Quarter for
legalized prostitution. The District, a 40 block area, became
known as “Storyville.” It prospered for 20 years and eventually
included clusters of brothels, saloons, gambling joints, dives,
and cabarets. Bounded by North Basin Street, Robertson
Street, St. Louis, and Iberville, “Storyville” became the only
legally constituted red light district in the history of the
western hemisphere. Here was a place for the new music to
flourish. From 8:00 p.m. until the last customer departed, the
bands provided music so important to the highlife of the
District.
Ed Garland remembered many “Storyville” spots where
he performed “for about $2.50 per night - plus tips.” As he
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recalled his experiences, one could almost smell the perfume
and bourbon and hear Jelly Roll Morton’s piano as he
entertained in Tom Anderson’s Café on Basin Street and
Iberville. Garland worked at Anderson’s in a string trio the
year after Morton left New Orleans.
My notes are filled with Tudi’s vivid memories of places
like Billy Philip’s 101 Ranch on Franklin Street in the heart of
the red light District. He played there with Joe Oliver.
'The 101 Club was across the street from the Tuxedo
Dance Hall,” he told me. “One night, Billy Phillips walked
across to The Tuxedo and got killed in a fight. Shortly after,
the manager of The Tuxedo was also killed in a shooting, and
the place was closed as a result. Storyville quieted down as the
police kept a close eye on things and customers stayed away.
During this slow period, Freddy Keppard fired his bass, guitar,
and violin, and hired Buddy Christian to play piano with him.
As far as I know, this was the first time a piano was used in a
jazz band.
Things gradually picked-up,” Tudi continued. “The man
who took over the 101 Club wanted to change things so he
made the name ‘The 102 Club’ and hired a bunch of young
white musicians like Henry Ragas, Eddie Edwards, Nick
LaRocca, and Yellow Nunez. Later they went to Chicago and
became very famous as The Original Dixieland Jazz Band.
Ed Garland remembered playing dances at sugar
plantations before 1910 and he worked with string bands at
Tom Anderson’s and Pete and Johnny Lala’s in the District
Willie Humphrey Sr. (Sic: Tango Belt)
A lucrative field for many early local musicians were the
cabarets and places of entertainment in the Old District. Mr.
Humphrey saw duty at the 101-Ranch, Pete Lala’s Cabaret,
Tom Anderson’s on Rampart Street; and innumerable other
places.
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Manuel Perez
In the summer of 1918 Perez was on the S. S. Capitol, and in
1921 and 1922 he was at the Oasis, a cabaret in the new, and
unofficial district. .
Irwin LeClere - Interview
Tango Belt? It was in the district. Cafes like Tom
Anderson's, the Pup and the Cadillac on Rampart and Conti.
B. Thompson (Big Bill)
There was not much music at John Lala's Big 25, it was
more of a drinking and gambling place. Pete Lala's, Iberville
and Liberty, was a big cabaret, where dancing went on. Lala
had a small place on Bienville and Marais.
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big 25
Robinson, recalling the availability of work in his early days
claims:
'A lot of bands were playing along Basin Street then and
in the District. Joe Oliver/Peter Bocage (playing violin) were at
the 'Big 25'. They went on to Pete Lala's (Marais and
Iberville).'
Harrison Barnes stated that the district was extended from
Franklin St. down to St. Louis St. in the Quarter. He said that
16 or 17 bands played within the boundaries of the District.
Emile Barnes stated that there were about two dozen band
working in the Tango Belt.
'Every house had music all around the neighborhood. All
along Rampart Street, St. Claude Street, Basin Street, back to
Robertson Street, to Conti and St. Louis. They played every
night of the week, mostly five pieces with piano, clarinet,
trumpet, trombone. Some would have just bass, guitar and
violin' and some just piano, drums and clarinet or maybe
trumpet, some just piano. Counting all the piano players,
Emile estimates that there were about 100 musicians playing
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there. Barnes says the average musician would be working
mostly in cabarets in the district. Barnes says the district's
boundaries was between Franklin and St. Louis' with 16 or 17
bands working there.
Tony Parenti's speaks of his time at the Pup Cafe:
There were four or five girls employed by the Pup
Cabaret to sing, and we accompanied them, mostly blues. I was
featured quite a bit. Jazz was still not 'respectable,' but the
clientele at the Pup was less rough than that at the camp jobs,
where there were brawls involving Storyville girls and their
boyfriends, regularly, complete with pistol shots.
While at the Pup, the city had a 'clean-up' campaign, but,
as they could do nothing about Storyville, they concentrated on
things like the employment of minors in night clubs. The Police
Department appointed a woman named Monahan to
investigate the clubs, for under-age employees. She spied me on
the band stand (I was about 15), noticed my youthful
appearance, and immediately went to the manager, who
promptly told her I was twenty one. The next day she went
somewhere and checked my birth record, and stormed back in
the next night and told the manager that I was under age and
he would have to let me go. She agreed to let me finish out the
night. The next night I was back, and I continued at the Pup
for several more months. We found out about her rounds, and
the headwaiter was appointed to watch like a hawk for her.
when she came into the Pup, I would be warned, and I would
hid behind the piano for the 15-20 minutes she stayed.
Manuel Manetta
The Tuxedo Dance Hall, which extended through the
block from Franklin (now Crozat) Street to Liberty, was
operated by Harry Burke and Kid Harris cabaret operators
from New York; Burke and Harris wee acquaintances of
Harry Parker and Charlie Parker, brothers who operated the
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Tuxedo and the 101 Ranch. The Tuxedo Dance Hall was
converted from a brothel into a dance hall. The year was
around 1917. Manetta was engaged to assemble a band of the
best musicians in the city; the personnel: Peter Bocage-violin,
George Fihle-trombone, Arnold Metoyer-trumpet, 'Papa' Tioclarinet, Bab Frank-piccolo, Nooky Johnson- entertainer and
Manetta-piano.
Built in 1911 the Tuxedo was a rather small hall being
about 100 feet in length and about 40 feet wide. The bandstand
was at the lower end of the hall four feet high The band being
arranged across the bandstand with the piano angled out from
the wall. Extra chairs were placed in the rear. These were for
the 'sit-ins' - musicians who had finished their playing jobs and
came in to sit in with the band. These musicians jobs lasted
only 4 hours and the band at the Tuxedo played until around 4
in the morning. There were chairs and table along the sides of
the dance floor
When the cabarets of the Tango Belt resumed music the
Tuxedo, under a new management, it was renamed the Villa
Cabaret. This name change was done to avoid any stigma the
place's name may have acquired after the terrible shooting.
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The shooting at the Tuxedo Dance Hall
Abraham and Isadore Sapio (known as-Harry and
Charlie Parker in New Orleans) cane to New Orleans from
New York in 1902, changing their names to be more acceptable
to the locals. Harry opened the 101 Ranch cabaret on Franklin
Street in 1910.
In 1911 the Parkers' sold part of the 101 Ranch to Billy
Phillips who soon bought out the Parkers' and changed the
name of the cabaret to the 102 Ranch. Parker then opened a
dance hall across from the 102 and called it the Tuxedo. In
front was a saloon and in the back a dance hall.
Phillips place was more popular despite the finery of the
Tuxedo. Parker send for some gangster from New York who
became waiters at the Tuxedo including Charlie Harrison, now
known locally as 'Gyp the Blood', a Russian immigrant. The
competition between the two became fierce with the Tuxedo
the lesser of business activities.
The waiters of the 102 brawled with the Tuxedo waiters
and Phillips, with Phillips scolding his waiters for brawling
with the ones at the Tuxedo.
The Tuxedo was closed this early Easter morning but had
some customers there who were drinking. Phillips went to the
Tuxedo and threatened the Parkers and then left. He came
back about 10 minutes later with his bartender and Tony
Battistina. Phillips offered to buy the house a drink. At this
moment 'Gyp' appeared at Philip's back and shot him, one
shot grazed Phillips and another hit him in his lung. Phillips
fell to the floor and then got up and ran into the street.
Battstina fired his pistol shooting the mirror on one shot and a
shot injured a black porter, and another killed Harry Parker.
Gyp got off a few more shots before a bullet hit him in the
spine. He got up and escaped throw the alley. The police came
on the scene and arrested him along with Charlie Parker. and
both of Phillip's men. When the ambulance came Phillips was
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dead. The ambulance took Harry Parker but he soon died.
Surprisingly the 'Gyp' lived and stood trial. after two mistrial
the District Attorney did not seek a third trial and the 'Gyp'
was freed. He went back to New York and was never heard
from again.
After a while the Tuxedo opened and renamed the dance
hall the 'Villa'.
Manuel Manetta had the band at the Tuxedo and in an
interview said the band was present at the shooting but other
say that the band wasn't working on Easter morning.
When the Villa opened Manetta was hired again. the
personal of the band-Bocage and Frank were kept adding Joe
Howard-cornet, Eddie Atkins-trombone, Lewis James-clarinet
and Baby Dobbs on drums. Later Manetta led other bands in
the area. (At Rice's cabaret with 'Zeb' Lenares, and Ernest
Trepagnier.)
There were articles about the shooting:
Monroe News-Star - March 24, 1913 - Two men killed, two
others wounded
Two men were killed and two others were wounded in a
pitched battle early this morning between proprietors and
employees of two dance halls in the restricted district.
The dead are: William J. Phillips and Harry Parker. The
wounded are Charles Parker and Charles Harrison. The latter
is known here as 'Gyp the blood.' The shooting is the result of
business rivalry.
Lower Coast Gazette - March 29, 1913
Two men, owners of rival dance halls in the restricted
district of New Orleans were killed during the general riotous
shooting that took place after a quarrel between the waiter of
one place and the owner of the other. The dead are William J.
Phillips, proprietor of the 101 Ranch Dance Hall, and Harry
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Parker, half-owner of the Tuxedo Dancing Academy. Charles
parker, his brother, and Charles Harrison alias 'Gyp the
blood,' were seriously wounded. Bessie Parker, mistress of the
dead Harry Parker, was mixed up in the argument which
precipitated the murder.
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The main place of drinking and other entertainment
(cabarets, etc.) operating when Pete Lala's place was
headquarters were the Entertainers, operated by Beansy
Fauria (Walter Pichon-piano, Charlie Love-trumpet, Willie
Humphrey-clarinet played there a long time;

The Entertainers - Cozat-between Bienville & Iberville
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the 101 Ranch, another cabaret; Guidry and Allen's Cabaret,
at the corner of Howard (now LaSalle) and Gasquet (now
Cleveland; Morris Moore's Cabaret on Gasquet and Villere.
Barney Bigard and Albert Nicholas played there. Pat King's
Cabaret was located on Gasquet at Robertson. Gasquet Street,
one block up from Canal Street, was in a different type
neighborhood from Iberville, which was one block down from
Canal Street. There was another red light district in the area
bounded by Gravier, Perdido and Poydras (Sic: Black
Storyville)
Manetta mentions that Louise Abadie and Louise
Blackenstein had a house containing 'beautiful colored women'
on Gasquet Street (now Cleveland Ave.) says Charlie Devore.
After the job at Delsey's, Manetta next went to the
Cadillac, a cabaret on the uptown-rive corner of Conti at
Rampart Streets; others in the band were: Albert Nicholasclarinet, Joe Robinson-banjo, Arnold DePass-drums, and
Arnold Metoyer-trumpet.
The Anderson Annex was a real saloon; in another room
was the cabaret part of the place, the cabaret being a place
where there was entertainment. The band was small, consisting
of only three pieces; full bands were used in dance halls. There
were about a dozen dance hall, including Rice's, the 101
Ranch, and George Foucault's. Manetta thinks Abadie's was a
restaurant.
Manetta met Jelly Roll Morton around the Big 25; 'that's
where you'd meet all people; 25's was the headquarters.'
When asked about the kind of people who 'hung in the
Big 25,' Manetta says that they were the musicians, and the
women and their men, 'that's the only ones that ranked around
that kind of place, because the people, the men with respect,
wouldn't go around them kind of places, they had their own
places.'
Tom Anderson's paramour, Gertrude Dix, ran a house of
prostitution called the Brass Railing; it was next door to
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Anderson's Annex Saloon; Manetta worked at the Brass
Railing for eight or nine months; he was about sixteen years
old at the time. The son-in-law of Anderson, George Delsey,
opened a cabaret on Rampart between Canal and Iberville;
Manetta was sent by Anderson? to play there.
Interview at Tulane Jazz Archives
Batiste Moseley
Talk of the old times, when the city of New Orleans was
much less developed than now. Moseley says Manuel Manetta
played in cabarets on Rampart Street, in the red light district;
the 'worst' work for 'string' bands was in the District, in the
cabarets, which had rooms in the back for dancing. There
wasn't much going on uptown; most of the band work was in
the French part of the town.
George Lewis
'I played in the Storyville, I played there, at the Ramona,
I played at the Humming Bird, I played at the Funky Spoon,
which was on Villere between Iberville and Bienville in the
basement was the Funky Spoon. The Ramona was on Iberville
between Villere and Marais, coming this way and the
Humming Bird was at Marais and Villere. I played there. And
they had a lot of other little places. And then I played in small
places, I played at St. Louis and Marais, little joint there. I
played there with Chris Kelly, for one.
So they had a lot of places I played at and many times I
played at the 101 Ranch, right by the Big 25. I played there
several time and I played at a place across the street, it was
called the Tuxedo.
John Handy
Handy talked about how a night's work would be: 'Over
at the LaVida dance hall, when we used to play over there,
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we'd go to work at 8:00 o'clock at night and work until 2:00 or
2:30 in the morning. But the dance hall music never stopped
there-just one number right behind the other.
Hypolite Charles talked about the closing of Storyville.
'When Storyville was closed at the time of World War I,
the only places employing musicians full-time were:
Tranchina's, at Spanish Fort, where Piron worked; Beverly
Garden, operated by Jack Sheehan where Celestin worked.
Charles worked at Moulin Rouge, at West End; Dubos's at
West End. All the other places were closed and musicians
worked when they could. That is the reason so many musicians
went North. Storyville was closed several times, once about
1913 with 'Gyp, the Blood' was killed. Storyville was closed in
1917.' He said 'I couldn't see going up north as so many
musicians did when Storyville was closed.
(Sic: In this statement Charles was talking about all the
cabarets, et. were considered in the 'District' - Storyville, the
Tango Belt, and saloons near or in Storyville, but were not part
of the houses and cribs of the prostitutes. Another reason that
some musicians went north was because of the hurricane Neura
Gerona of January 15, 1917.)
John Handy - This relationship between Storyville and the
Tango belt and other cabarets is mentioned by John Handy in
his interview:
'When the girls came out of their cribs, they go home and
take their baths and straighten themselves up and put on them
clothes and came out there (Sic: to the cabarets) and just throw
away some money.' Call girls were hired by some cabarets to
sit at tables and sell drinks to patrons which they received a
percentage of the cost of the drinks. There are articles in the
newspapers that mention this routine. Most cabarets used
music and it was a blow for the musicians when the Tango Belt
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was closed. It also effected Storyville as patrons from the
cabarets often entered Storyville after a few drinks and dances
at the cabarets. No respectable New Orleans citizens would be
seen in the Tango Belt cabarets and the reputation of the area
was not a good one.
(Sic: When I took a vacation to New Orleans in the 1950's the
buildings of Storyville were still there as the train past
Storyville into the Southern train station on Canal.)

Storyville
Eddie Dawson listed the places he worked in the Tango Belt:
'I began playing in 1903: at Fewclothes (Foucault) Dance
Hall, Franklin near Iberville, with O'Neil Levasseur's band. In
1905 at Tom Anderson's, Basin and Iberville with Sam
Moran's band. 1904 at Harry Parker's Dance Hall, Franklin
between Iberville and Bienville, Dawson and Manetta's band
for 3 or 4 years. 1910, Billy Phillips', Franklin near Iberville,
with Cornelius Jackson's Band. 1912, at Hunt's and Nagel's
Dance Hall, Liberty near Iberville., with Joe Oliver's band.
1915 with Chris Kelly. 1918, with Kid Rena.
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G. Compton states: "There were only pianists at the 'pleasure
houses' not any bands.'
Compton also stated that: 'The New Orleans bands were
very popular, being able to play better than the Chicago
bands.'
Kid Ory Discussing Pete Lala's place
Pete Lala's was something like Tin Angle, just a little
cleaner. I made a few bucks then shaped like a square, and the
bar was in the front, on Iberville Street. The building just right
on the very corner. The bandstand was back when you sat
down, your back was toward Canal Street. It was one block
from Canal Street.
The bandstand faced the bar. The bar was right on the
corner. It was a raised bandstand about four or five feet high.
All kinds of people went there, race horse people. He had
a good spot there Sometimes had C-girls and hustlers. The
girls were there, hustling on the street. Down the block 'twas
cribs. They'd make them a few dollars, They'd close up and say
'I'm going cabareting awhile., mixing business and pleasure. I
worked there from 8 to 4-long hours.
'Wooden Joe' Nicholas - interview
Nicholas played in the District at the Tuxedo and the Blue
Goose. They didn't have music at the Big 25; it was mostly for
gambling. There were jam sessions there. Pete Lala's place and
the Entertainer's Club on Franklin Street (now "Crozat) which
was called the 101 Ranch at one time and (also the 25 before
that). Then there was the '28' across the street. Nicholas also
played at George Fewclothes right across from the 25.
It would be easier to list the musicians that didn't play in
the cabarets of the Tango belt then to list the ones that did. Both
black and white bands played in these cabarets including Bolden,
Armstrong and so many others.
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In New Orleans there as listed 'uptown and downtown'. The
musicians usually played mostly in one of the areas and knew
each other. Some blocks in Uptown across Canal Street was
'Black Storyville' and other areas that had saloons and
downtown was the Tango Belt. In the cabarets of the Tango Belt
'mostly' hired white musicians and 'Black Storyville' hired
blacks, while other locations hired both black and white bands.
When musicians talked about the 'district' it was not just
Storyville but included the Tango Belt. Uptown the district was
around 'Black Storyville.' Both Storyville and the Tango Belt
were considered immoral places. In its heyday The Tango Belt
rivaled Storyville as a district of vice and prostitution, and one
could have a good time in the Tango Belt's saloons and then
proceed to a place in Storyville. It could be said that the two areas
worked together and often girls found frequenting a saloon in
the Tango Belt could be one of the prostitutes of Storyville. The
dance 'the Tango' was named for the scandalous dance from
Buenos Aires that seduced Paris. Female skirts were rising above
the ankles, getting tighter and to make the dance movements less
restrictive, a tango slit in the dress exposing more of the leg then
a normal dress. Hot and sassy dancers began to crowd the dance
floors of the numerous cabarets. A number of theaters (at least
three) also were found in the Tango Belt and New Orleans, being
the end of the vaudeville circuit, commercial possibilities were
present for the entertainers to stay some time in New Orleans and
perform in the Tango Belt’s numerous entertainment
establishments. The most popular cabarets included: the ‘Oasis,’
the ‘Elite,’ ‘Butzie Fernandez’s,’ the ‘Ringside Café, also named
the ‘Black Orchid,’ ‘Haymarket,’ and many others. At its peak
the area had one of the highest concentrations of commercial
jazz venues in New Orleans. While few jazz bands, if any, played
in Storyville they were numerous in the Tango Belt and the 'Belt'
gladly accepted the early jazz musicians and thus jazz grew as a
style of music in this area. All the clubs were closed on the 16th
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of January 1917. Jazz musicians no longer had these cabarets,
dance halls, etc. to present their music.
Sidney Bechet - Book - 'Treat it Gentle' - Musicians leave The
Tango Belt
And it was right around this time, and a bit before-I'd be
talking. I'd say, about 1917-that a whole lot of musicians
started to leave New Orleans for up North, mostly for
Chicago. There was the Royal Gardens, the Deluxe, the
Dreamland-that's where they went. some of those men was real
musicianers. There was Lawrence Duhe, Sugar Johnny, Roy
Palmer, Tubby Garland, Wellman Braud, Minor Hall, Tubby
Hall Herbert Lindsay...they was all playing at the Deluxe and
they was all writing back to New Orleans that work was
plentiful, telling the New Orleans musicianers to come up.
That's how Freddie Keppard, Bill Johnson, George Baquet,
Kid Ory, Mutt Carey, Tig Chambers all come up from New
Orleans. Oh, there were others too; it was a real excitement
there.
An article by John Magill in 'Preservation in Print' gives
a good account of the 'Tango Belt'.
Preservation in Print - October, 2015 - 'Pretty Baby in Time &
Location', article by John Magill
'The Tango Belt, in the French Quarter not far from
Storyville, was an area of honky-tonks, dance Halls, taverns,
restaurants and small hotels centered along Iberville and
neighboring streets in the early 20th century. The Tango Belt
was a leading area of nightlife in the Crescent City that
flourished two decades before Bourbon Street started to come
into its own. While the Tango Belt was named after the
Argentine dance deemed by prudes to be too risqué to be
proper, popular use of the word tango at the time meant any of
the quirky ragtime 'barnyard' and 'animal' dances such as the
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turkey trot, bunny hug and the grizzly gear that were all the
rage prior to WWI not only in the Tango Belt but at tea dances
frequently held in fashionable establishments like Kolb's
Restaurant and the Grunewald (Roosevelt) Hotel on the other
side of Canal Street. In January 1914, the New Orleans Chief
of Police threatened to arrest couples dancing too close
together.
Storyville's closure in 1917 did not mean that
establishments in the Tango Belt was killed by prohibition,
especially after 1925's massive raids padlocked most of the
city's speakeasies. However, the term lingered for a while into
the early 30's as Prohibition ended and Bourbon Street entered
its early days as the city's premier nightclub destination.
(Sic: 'The Tango Belt establishments were closed down on
January 16, 1917. Storyville beginning 1897 was closed down on
November 14, 1917. Prohibition began on January 17, 1920.
After this many prostitutes moved to places like Julia Street. The
Tango Belt was closed after the police tried to clean up the Tango
Belt with many musicians losing their jobs in the cabarets.
In 1915, Tom Brown's band came to Chicago - noted as
the first band from New Orleans to come to the city. Other
bands and musicians followed in the coming years.
Prohibition eventually, in the twenties, destroyed the
establishments in the Tango Belt. They eventually moved to
Bourbon Street and this turned Bourbon Street into a night
club venue. Also effective was a law forbidding women's role
within the various clubs and the crusade on vice in which the
Navy caused the close of Storyville. Perhaps this closing of the
clubs fostered the exit of musicians and jazz bands to other
cities such as Chicago where there was plenty of work for jazz
bands.')
In Search of Buddy Bolden - Book by Donald Marquis-1978
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Not many of the early band played in the Storyville
honky-tonks either, primarily because owners believed that
when people danced they didn't drink. This assumption was
not strictly held to, however, and sometimes a piano player or
other solo musician, or an occasional string trio or quartet, was
hired as entertainment. New Orleans bands did not begin
playing the tonks regularly until after Buddy Bolden was gone,
or after 1907, except for big days like Mardi Gras. Nonetheless,
according to Jazzmen there was one play in Storyville where
Bolden did play in 1906 and after, and that was Nancy Hank's
Saloon. owned by Ada Hayes and John Exnicious, on the
corner of Marais and Iberville. ..She was issued a permit 'to
sing with cornet, and band, also for electrical piano.
'Chicago Jazz' - Book by W. H. Kenney
'Most of the city's South Side jazz performers arrived
between 1917 and 1921 at the height of this migration. Of the
fifty-five black musicians, vocalist and orchestra leaders closely
associated with jazz in Chicago during the 1920s about whom
information is available, nearly half arrived during or just
after world War I. About the same percentage came from New
Orleans.
This came at the same time of the closing of Storyville and
cabarets in the Tango Belt. These migratory early jazz
musicians moved about the country wherever work beckoned,
often in company with the vocalists, mimes, acrobats, and
buffoons of carnival, circus, minstrel show, and vaudeville
troupes. (Sic:Among jazz musicians going into vaudeville
include, Emmett Hard, Roppolo, King Oliver, The Five Rubes,
and many others.)
Many of them had traveled extensively before settling
into relatively lucrative, longer-lived Chicago jobs. "The
Original Creole Orchestra, usually cited as a major influence
in the transition from instrumental ragtime to jazz band music,
toured the nation on several vaudeville circuits for many years
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before two of its most influential musicians-the basssist/leader
Bill Johnson and cornetist Freddie Keppard-settled in
Chicago in 1918.
The black migrant musicians who gathered on Chicago's
South Side Stoll after World War I swiftly cultivated their
distinctive instrumental music, replanting its New Orleans
roots in Chicago's highly competitive world of cabaret show
business.....The northern city provided a new cultural context
for the immigrants, radiating a powerful cultural symbolism
for southern African-American in general and for New
Orleans musicians in particular.'
The Tango Belt was in the French Quarter just across
Basin and North Rampart Streets from Storyville, and there
was a symbiotic relationship between the two areas. The Tango
Belt had numerous saloons, cabarets, nightclubs, and three
large theaters that employed jazz musicians, including the
Oasis Cabaret, the Elite, Butzie Fernandez, the Haymarket
and ringside cafes, and the Black Orchid. The name Tango
Belt derived from a 1915 newspaper article that used that
name to describe this district at its peak, the area had one of
the highest concentrations of commercial jazz venues in the
city. Many buildings in the Tango Belt have been removed or
significantly altered, and more reason is needed to determine
the status of many of the structures related to early jazz.
Media Nola - Interview - Pete Herman's cabaret
From 1920 until at least 1945, Conti Street was the
location of a music venue called Pete Herman's Night Club and
Bar. Over the years, the club was also called the Club
Plantation. located at 942 Conti Street, in the area that was
once known as the Tang Belt.
The Tango Belt
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The Tango Belt was a small portion of the French quarter
located near Storyville. Streets included in the Tango Belt were
St. Louis, 'Dauphine and Iberville. At one point in its history
the Tango Belt area was known for its vast amounts of jazz
venues. there were also many cabarets and dance halls, several
theaters, saloons and clubs. One theater, the Lyric,)Sic: with
the band of John Robichaux) could house as many as 2000
people for one show. The boundaries of Pete Herman's
production clearly stayed within the perimeter of the Tango
Belt. Just as in other places in the city, neighborhoods were
strictly defined by the types of people who frequented them
and there tended to be little confusion about who and what
went where. Although the Tango Belt was desegregated so
Caucasian and African American people were present. The
Tango Belt had a very specific look that all the buildings
adopted it was a location described as a rough and tumble,
lively, exotic area.
Pete Gulotta (Pete Herman)
The club was owned by Pee Herman whose real name was
Peter Gulotta. He was a two-time world champion
bantamweight boxer who would eventually go blind. The
cultural production taking place in Pete Herman's was
primarily the performance of jazz music and the art of dancing
making it a multifunctional space. Jazz did not begin in the
Tango Belt but was cultivated there prior to spreading across
the city, and eventually the entire country. The producers in
such a place as Pete Herman's Club were both the owner and
the customers. Pete was Caucasian, and a man of slight status.
As a former professional boxer, he was well-known and
admired yet still of a working-class background that gained
him more respect. He owned and ran the club, and it was
known that he would book shows with both white and black
musicians playing amongst one another. When it was known as
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Club Plantation, it was open from 10 p.m. until 5 a.m. It was
the type of place that was accessible in all hours of the night,
particularly as access to Storyville was declining. According to
an original sign, an orchestra furnishes music for dancing and
floor shows are presented at 2 and 4 a.m.
The location of Pete Herman's club is now a gated
parking lot. In fact, the majority of the buildings in the Tango
Belt no longer exist. The buildings alongside where Pete
Herman's used to stand are now primarily parking garages.
Others became Laundromats and supply stores, which
contributed to the more current warehouse look that that area
has taken on.
The 'professors' that played piano in Storyville is given in
'Al Rose's Book' New Orleans Newspaper Articles:
Frank Armacker
Buddy Bertrand
Arthur Campbell
Buddy Carter
Buddy Christian

Sammy Davis
Walter Decou
Tony Jackson
Manuel Mametta
Henry Ragas

Fred Washington
Buzzy Williams
Alfred Wilson
Udell Wilson
Jelly Roll Morton

Newspaper Articles
Times Picayune - July 6, 1913 - Original Fabacher's. Some
new features for the coming week's cabaret
Starting Sunday evening at 6:30, for the first session, and
again at 10:30 p.m., for the second session. Anthony Fabacher,
proprietor Original Fabacher's Restaurant and cabaret in
royal Street, will offer to is patrons for the coming week
another worthwhile program of musical selections and high
class entertainers, among which are Mile. Genevieve Grosse,
Amelia Phillips, Henry G. Rudolf and Franklin Sparling.
Prof. Ramos and his orchestra have arranged for the
latest musical selections for the coming week, and everyone
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knows that this prominent leader strives hard to please all
those that hear him and his orchestra.

Item - (N.O.) - April 6, 1914 -Buckle of the Tango Belt is to be
sold under hammer.
The Bush Hotel, the 'Buckle of the Tango Belt,' is no
more.
Headquarters for night revelers and chorus girls, the
hotel went out of existence Monday morning, and Tuesday
noon the contents of the 115 rooms will go under the hammer
to satisfy6 rental claims of the Mercier estate. It is expected
that a stage hotel, conducted by Chicago interests, will replace
the hostelry which for many years has been headquarters for
the White Rats.'
Mingling yawns freely; with lingerie, chorus girls, whose
demureness was routed with sleep, hastily packed trunks,
looked the cages of their pet canaries and hunted a new
boarding house. It was the scene that usually follows a onenight performance of a 'road show,' only it was augmented by
the members of several shows.
On the walls of every room in written the romance of
some furtive midnight reveler. On the doors of many are
carved the names of riotous spirits, celebrants for a night to be
forgotten in the whirl of like night that followed.
The Bush, located at Dauphine and Iberville, was the
throbbing heart of New Orleans' cabaret life. I the hotel was
conducted a cabaret where a night's revel started, and, after a
circuit of the belt, ended. It was the first and last chance in
cabarets-the link connecting cabarets with the more
fashionable restaurant life.
Rufus Bush, proprietor, a prominent character during
the race track life of the United States, declared that the
cabaret would continue independent of the hotel.
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Our first article is one that describes the theory that the Tango
was first done in South Africa by the Negro population.
Washington Post - February 24, 1914
The Tango has been called an Argentine dance, but it is
the belief of those who have inquired into the subject that it
was first done in South Africa by the Negro, and that our
Negro cake walk is really an evolution of this 'bridal dance,'
which was done there after two were mated by the custom of
the country.
Certainly it is that the lifting of the body and holding it
as the negroes do in the cake walk is one of the most essential
requisites of dancing the tango well. While it is not done quite
so extremely as n the cake walk, yet one should rise on the toe
and the body should be held erect, with the shoulders thrown
well back. The arms should be held directly straight out, as in
the other position one is likely to resemble the hoop of a barrel
or to look more or less contortioned while doing this most
beautiful step.
Morally speaking the only dance which any one of
ordinary mentality can take exception to is the one-step, as it is
quite impossible to do the scissors, box, chasee, and cortez of
the tango without separating your partner, and these are the
essential steps of the tango If the ministers of the gospel w ho
deery these dances would step from behind their whited
sepulchers of hypocrisy and ignorance they would foster this
most alluring and healthful exercise.
Time Picayune - July 17, 1914 - Cabaret girls tells court sordid
story. sister who gets commission of drinks is indicted by
other's words.
Harry Brooks, proprietor and Salvadore Romain,
manager of the 'Pup' cabaret, 1921 Iberville Street, Thursday
pleaded not guilty to two charges of allowing Gertrude
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Coghlan, a good fifteen years, to enter a cabaret and saloon
and of permitting her o serve drinking therein when arraigned
in the Juvenile Court. Both men were placed under $250 bonds
on each charge. Their bonds were signed by Steve Clolina.
A sordid story was told by the girl who was arrested
Wednesday night at 14161/2 Canal Street by Detective Gregson
and Behrman. she said she was lured by her sister, Dorn
Coghlan, from her home in Baton Rouge and made to visit the
cabaret.
Dora Coghlan left Baton Rouge last December, saying she
was going to New Orleans to procure work, the girl said 'about
a month ago,' she continued, 'Dora visited myself and mother
in Baton Rouge and at that time advised me to come to New
Orleans, saying she could find work for me in a cabaret, not
knowing what a cabaret was, I came.
Upon their arrival in New Orleans about three weeks ago
the girl was taken to her sister's room in Mrs. Fisher's house,
1416 1/3 Canal Street, and thence to the 'Pup' Cabaret. Once
there she soon discovered the 'work' she had to do. She was to
sit at a table with her sister and drink with any men who would
buy. Her sister got a commission on every drink that was sold.
The girl's innocence revolted at this mean of procuring a
livelihood, and she told her sister that she did not intend to
continue 'working' there.
After being roundly berated her sister for these words,
Gertrude Coghlan went back to the 'Pup' the following night.
Guy McCormick, an entertainer noting the ingenuousness of
the young girl's looks, ceased his singing of 'You Made Me
What I am Today' long enough to whisper words of good
advice into her ears. McCormick intimated that the 'Pup' was
no place for a fifteen year-old girl.
This determined her mind. Sunday a week ago she
returned to Baton Rouge and told her mother, her father being
dead, what the sister was doing
for a living. Mrs. Caghlan
came to New Orleans, but argument had no effect on her
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daughter, Dora. Mrs. Coghlan returned to Baton rouge,
leaving Gertrude in New Orleans, as the girl expected to get
work in a 5 and 10-cent store.
The girl's charms attracted the attention of a young
Charity Hospital intern who paid her court each night. Her
sister objected to these visits, insisting that Gertrude accept the
amours of John Rex, who lived in the Fisher House and visited
Dora. The younger sister declined when she resisted the hugs
and kisses of Re3x she was beaten by her sister.
Rex was arrested Wednesday night charged with being a
dangerous and suspicious character, and sentenced to thirty
days in the Parish Prison. Meanwhile Gertrude Coghlan is
being held in the House of Good Shepherd.
There was crime in the Tango Belt. One such incident is
given below:
Time-Picayune - August 24, 1914 - John Barnette, on tour of
cabarets, loses money and ring.
John Barnette left his home, 1700 Tulane Avenue
Saturday night for a visit to the Tango Belt. In one cabaret he
accepted the invitation of Effie Simpson to escort her on his
tour. They responded to the call of the lights and danced to the
music in every cabaret.
In the '102 Ranch,' in North Franklin Street, the woman
got her hand into his pocket and took a $5 bill and a ring set
with a small diamond. Then she suddenly remembered a
previous engagement and bid Barnette good-night. Several
minutes later he realized he had been victimized, and went to
police headquarters.
Detective Dantonion and special Officer Porretic found
Effie in the Taxi cabaret, Iberville and Burgundy Streets. She
was drinking at a table with a man who a moment before had
complained of an attempt made by her to 'short change' him.
While she was being placed under arrest her second escort
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disappeared and his 'short change' complaint will go
unrecorded.
The below article is on the shooting of gangster Murray
Hennessy in the Tango Belt.
Evening World - October 13, 1914
The neighborhood in which the shooting took place is
known as the 'Tango Belt,' because of the number of saloons,
restaurants and dance halls in it. Men and women began
pouring out of these places when the shots were heard. People
who were returning from the theatres joined them.
Washington Post - October 14, 1914 - Excitement in 'Tango
Belt.'
The neighborhood in which the shooting took place is
known as the 'Tango Belt' because of the number of saloons,
restaurants and dance halls in it. Men and women began
pouring out of these places when the shots were heard. People
who were returning from the theaters joined them.
The Tango Belt was a rough place and not one for
respectable women to be seen alone.
Variety - March 5, 1915
The police swopped down upon the 'Tango Belt' the other
night, arresting entertainers, the squab squad (girls who dance
only), and 'drunk touts' (elderly females who sit around and
insist on just one more) of the cabarets bordering on the
underworld section of New Orleans. The raid was caused by a
visitor who 'squealed,' after being relieved of his 'roll'. The
same night another guest was hit on the head with a piece of
lead pipe and robbed, but the hold-up man fared badly. After
going through his victim, he became frightened and left the
lead pipe behind him. The party assaulted got more for the
lead pipe than the thief robbed him of.
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Day Book - 1915 - March 5
New Orleans, La. Police received order to compel all
persons frequenting cabarets, cafes in the 'Tango Belt' to
register names & addresses with police.
Besides these 'barrel house' establishments there were
'legitimate' cabarets in the section known as the 'Tango Belt'
which presented stage shows and having jazz bands for
dancing.
Many jazz musicians played in the cafes, cabarets, and
saloons of the area, and a natural, but exaggerated association
between the baudy music and the tenderloin district developed.
among the emporiums that employed jazz band between 1910 and
1917 were: Anderson's Annex, Big 25, Cadillac, Frank Early's,
101 Ranch, Foucaults, The Frenchmans, Groshells, Pete Lala,
Mahogany Hall, Nancy Hanks, Pig Ankle, Poodle Dog, Shoto's
Tuxedo Dance Hall, The 28 and the Villa. Most of New Orleans'
early jazz musicians played in one or more of them, including
Buddy Bolden, King Oliver, Kid Ory, Bunk Johnson, Manuel
Perez, Freddie Keppard, Sidney Bechet, "Big Eye" Louis Nelson,
Baby and Johnny Dodds, Frank Dusen, Stalebread Lacoume,
Manuel Manetta, Jimmie Noone, Buddy Petit, Alphonse Picou,
Johnny St. Cyr, Bud Scott, Lorenzo, Jr., and Louis Tio.

Salina Evening Journal - August 3, 1915 - Bars women
smoking. New Orleans cabaret patrons now in gloom.
New Orleans women are in gloom, especially the class
that visited the big restaurants, cabarets and other places of
amusement. The superintendent of police, James W. Reynolds,
today issued an order against smoking of cigarettes by women
in any hotel or cafe and said he would suspend officers guilty
of allowing them to do so. The order cast a death knell over the
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'Tango Belt' and caused consternation on many other
restaurants and cabarets of the higher class, where it was
considered fashionable for a woman to smoke.
Item (N. O.) - September 7, 1915
The 'Tango Belt' of New Orleans faces a censorship of its
morals by the New Orleans city federation of women's clubs
through a policewoman. The 'Belt' includes the cabarets on
Iberville, Bienville, Conti and North Rampart Streets which
open to night life to the litany of blatant drums, whining
fiddles and ragtime solos each evening at 9:30 o'clock, and
windup their revels when the last beer-eyed dance devotees
leave them around four o'clock next morning.
The clubwomen will ask Mayor Behrman Police
superintendent Reynolds to appoint a policewoman for the
'belt.' A committee composed of Mrs. e. J. Graham, president
of the City Federation, and Mrs. W. S. Norwood, and Mrs. W.
W. Van Meter, who are chairman and vice-chairman of the
welfare committee will lay the matter before the mayor and
superintendent this week.
As Milneburg has been cleaned of many questionable
practices through Patrolwoman Alice S. Monahan, appointed
through the efforts of the clubwomen, so is the 'belt' proposed
for a moral house-cleaning.
Times Picayune - September 8, 1915 - No action taken.
Women's Club Federation has not considered Tango Belt
cleaned up.
Inquiry disclosed the fact Tuesday afternoon that no
official action had been taken by the city federation relative to
the cabarets of Iberville, Bienville, Conti and North Rampart
Streets.
It was through the efforts of the welfare committee of the
city federation that Mrs. Monahan, the police woman, was
appointed several weeks ago to patrol Milneburg, and
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individuals have expressed the opinion recently that good work
might be accomplished by extending the matron's duties to
cover the cabaret belt, but the matter never has been presented
officially to the organization it was stated Tuesday afternoon.
Times Picayune - September 20, 1915
Following the finding of thirteen year old Elizabeth
Mayeur, who ran away from her home, 2645 Conti Street,
Superintendent Reynolds ordered three affidavits made
against the proprietor of the 'Little Frisco' Cabaret Rampart
Street, near Canal, where the girl said she had been a visitor on
several occasions before she was found by the police. The
proprietor, C. Greco, will be charged with violation of the
Guy-Shattuck law.
Nettie Philbin, who, it sis alleged was instrumental in
enticing the Mayeur girl from home, was locked up in the
Parish Prison, and an affidavit will also be hade against her,
charging her with pandering. The affidavits to be made against
the saloon keeper and the woman are the result of a conference
between superintendent Reynolds and Assistant District
Attorney Ben Daly, who held a consultation Sunday,
Discussing the fats of the case.
The Mayeur girl said that she had visited the 'Little
Frisco' Cabaret on three occasions, and also declared that the
Philbin woman had enticed her for immoral purposes. The
manager of the 'Little Frisco' Cabaret however, denies the
charges made by the girl, saying that she had called at the
place on one occasion, looking for a position as an entertainer,
but was ordered to leave the place immediately.
Superintendent Reynolds also ordered that the license of
the cabaret be taken up. The affidavits will be made Monday
in Judge Wilson's court. Similar affidavits will be made against
the proprietors of the Half=Way House and the Perkins Road
House, where it is alleged the Mayeur girl visited.
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Times Picayune - October 3, 1915 - Woman policeman will
have supervision over Tango Belt.
Mrs. E. J. Graham, president of the City Federation of
Woman's Clubs, received a letter from Mayor Behrman last
week stating that he would extend Mrs. Alice Monahan's
duties as police matron to the cabaret.
The letter read as follows:
'Mrs. E. J. Graham;
'Mayor Behrman, replying to your favor of the 21st inst.
directs me to advise that Mrs. Alice Monahan's work at
Milneburg has been entirely satisfactory to him, and that,
agreeable to your request, he will with pleasure extend her
services so as to include the cabarets. Very truly yours, John
Coleman, secretary to Mayor.'
Times Picayune - October 5, 1915 - Mrs. Monohan indisposed
New Orleans Police woman to begin duties in Tango Belt
Tuesday night.
Mrs. Monohan, the New Orleans police woman, who was
to have assumed her duties in the 'Tango Belt' Monday night,
was seized with an attack of acute indigestion late Monday
afternoon and was unable to leave her home in Rampart
Street.. Over the telephone, however, Mrs. Monohan declared
that she would begin operations Tuesday evening, and, with
luck, the so-called cabarets would soon be fit for a minister's
son.
Times Picayune - October 12, 1915 - Elk's Cabaret was success.
Tony Denapolis, who had charge of the "Elks' Cabaret,
said yesterday that a great success was gained, and that the
Cabaret was crowded each; night. Mr. Denapolis was
enthusiastic in his praise for the work done by Guy
McCormick and Irwin Leclare, the singer and piano player in
the cabaret.
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Variety - 1915, October 22 - List of cabarets
lists the cabarets as of October of 22:
"Greenwall, Haymarket, Raleigh, Turf, Frisco, Brooks,
Cadillac, San Souci, Toro's and Anderson's."
1916
Times Picayune - January 13, 1916 - Bourgeois said to have
been in the toils six times.
Sidney Bourgeois, ex-teacher in a local business college,
and said by the police to be a 'gun toter' and police fighter,
again was arrested at 8 o'clock Wednesday morning and
charged with disturbing the peace and threats. According to
the police Bourgeois entered the Pup Cabaret Wednesday
morning and asked the bartender, Junice Robertson, for some
matches. After the bartender gave him the matches, bourgeois
began to threaten Robertson and ordered him out of the bar.
Robertson leaped over the bar and ran into the street.
Captain Capo, commanding the Third Precinct station, in
reporting the latest arrest of Bourgeois, gave a review at his
many assaults on policemen. Besides being arrested for assault
and battery at least six times, said Captain Capo's report.
Bourgeois shot a Negro porter after making him dance in a
cabaret. Three policemen have been assaulted by Bourgeois,
who is known as a terror of the so-called 'Tango Belt.'
Times Picayune - February 17, 1916 - Police matron's duties
widen. Mrs. Monohan will inspect excursion boats and places
above Canal.
The welfare committee of the City Federation of women's
clubs met Wednesday afternoon in the Association of
commerce, when Mrs. Alice Monohan reported her
jurisdiction as police matron had been extended for the Tango
Belt and neighborhood below Canal street to the cabarets and
lounges above, and dance halls, and even the excursion boats
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would be visited regularly by her in the future.
Recommendations for the conduct of these places will be
reported.
'There is so much to do the services of one woman are
inadequate,' Mrs. Monohan said, 'and I should be delighted to
have the assistance of women willing to volunteer their services
in the interest of our young people.' Mrs. Monohan said also
she had become a member of the International Policewomen's
Association, and literature pertaining to duty of these officers
in other places was being received containing valuable
suggestions.
Times Picayune - February, 17, 1916 - Mrs. Monohan will
inspect excursion-Boats ;& places above Canal.
The welfare committee of the city Federation of Women's
Clubs met Wednesday afternoon in the association of
Commerce, when Mrs. Alice Monohan reported her
jurisdiction as police matron had been extended from the
Tango Belt and neighborhood below Canal Street to the
cabarets and lounges above and dance halls, and even the
excursion boats would be visited regularly by her in the
future. Recommendations for the conduct of those places will
be made and violations of the law will be reported.
Courier-Journal - May 10, 1916 - Mrs. Alice MonahanPolicewomen of New Orleans. (Louisville noted her actions)
During the fall and winter she has been 'patrolling' the
'Tango Belt,' a district of saloons, cabarets, dance halls, wine
rooms and rooming houses adjoining the tenderloin. Her duties
are confined to keeping a lookout for young girls and boys and,
the betterment of general moral conditions. Single handed she
has made a number of arrests of both men and women. She
spoke enthusiastically of her work and expressed the hope that
Louisville soon would have one of more 'police-women' to
safeguard juveniles.
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Times Picayune - May 21, 1916 - The Tango Belt - the Editor
of the Times-Picayune.
In today's Time Picayune you published a cartoon
relative to the defeated abatement bill. Over the cut you have
'Who is to blame"' Would it not have been better if you had
worded same; we have lost? The blame in this entire matter
lies at the doors of the press and the city government.
You have a restricted district which is almost empty for
the want of people living in same. Instead of the lewd women
living in the district, they are scattered all over the city. Then
you have the 'Tango Belt,' as it is commonly called, where
there is more vice in or hour than in the so-called tenderloin
district in twenty-four hours. These dens of iniquity
('cabarets') are allowed to run in full blast and violate every
law that has been put upon the law book in the past decade.
If a cabaret is a decent place where one can go for
amusement, why is it no decent man will take his wife, mother
or sweetheart to one of them? On the other hand, if they are
good, moral places why do they employ women to sit around
all hours of the night and drink with men?
It's a common thing to see drunken women and men
coming from these places as late as 6 o'clock in the morning.
Ask any conductor on the Burgundy or Esplanade street cars
and they will tell you of some of the sights they and working
girls see n their way to work in the morning.
It would be wise to get your police stay busy and regulate
the 'cabaret' hangout places of the lowest class of the
underworld. Get busy, as you did in the district some years
ago, when your papers cleaned that place.
Times Picayune - June 21, 1916 - The Tango Belt
In today's Times Picayune; a cartoon relative to the
defeated abatement bill. Over the cut you have 'Who to
Blame?' would it not have been better if you had worded same;
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We have lost? The blame in this entire matter lies at the doors
of the press and the city government.
You have a restricted district which is almost empty for
the want of people living in same. Instead of the lewd women
living in the district, they are scattered all over the city. Then
you have the Tango Belt as it is commonly called, where there
is more vice in one hour than in the so-called tenderloin district
in twenty-four hours. These dens of iniquity ('cabarets') are
allowed to run in full blast and violate every law that has been
put upon the law books in the past decade.
If a cabaret is a decent place where one can go for
amusement, why is it no decent man will take his wife, mother
or sweetheart to one of them? On the other hand, if they are
good, moral places, why do they employ women to sit around
all hours of the night and drink with men?
It's a common thing to see drunken women and men
coming from these places as late as 6 o'clock in the morning.
Ask any conductor on the Burgundy or Esplanade street cars
and they will tell you of some of the sights they and working
girls see on their way to work in the mornings.
It would be wise to get your police staff busy and regulate
the 'cabarets' hangout places of the lowest class of the
underworld. Get busy;, as you did in the district some years
ago, when your paper cleaned that place.
Times Picayune - July 1, 1916 - the Tango Belt cabarets
Some time ago I noted an article in your paper on the
conditions existing in the cabarets of the so-called Tango Belt.'
If ever a truthful story was printed, that article was, every line.
since reading it, a bill or amendment was passed by the
General Assembly at Baton Rouge, under the following title;
'No. 357, by Mr. Haeints-Amending the Gay-Shattuck liquor
law so as to punish the proprietors of saloons for employing
women or girls where spirituous liquors are sod.' Mr. Heints
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says the bill was indorsed by Judges Baker and Wilson,
District Attorney Lusenberg and scores of others.
The question is now, how will the so-called 'cabarets'
owners get around this amendment" No honky-tonk can exist
in the 'Tango Belt' without the aid of the sirens who sit around
the tables. I am told conditions are worse than in the restricted
district, (i.e. Storyville ) where the police have the names and
addresses of the inmates, so that those who visit that place may
be protected against nefarious games that may be played on
the stranger. Why shouldn't the same rules apply to the 'Tango
Belt.'
I could never understand why Sections 5, 6 and 7 of the
Gay-Shattuck law are not enforced. One of these makes it
unlawful to serve drinks to women, etc., etc. A part of another
says no liquors of any kind shall be served, other than in a
hotel or restaurant, with meals. How many of the 'cabarets' in
the 'Tango Belt' could pass muster as bona fide restaurants,
under the Gay-Shattuck law?
Let officer Mrs. Monohan read the laws governing such
places let proper authorities empower her to arrest any
'cabaret' owner who does not comply with these laws-and then
have her report printed.
New. Orleans State - August 6, 1916
The police reporter yawns, rubes his eyes, takes the
yellow-paper bulletin from the file at Central Police Station
and call the office on the phone.
'Take a little story,' he mumbles. 'Twenty Negro women,
11 Negroes, dancing, cabaret at, 1100 South Franklin-yeah ,
that's it. Corporal Gregson and wagon load of cops from
Second Precinct. Good' bye.'
It's the usual Saturday; ;night or early Sunday morning
story from the Tango Belt. The only thing unusual this time is
the number caught in the raid. they're all charged with
drunkenness and disturbing the peace.
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Times Picayune - August 13, 1916 - Broken-hearted mother
tells how Tango Belt took daughter.
The following letter has been received by the Times
Picayune. It is self-explanatory:
'A few days ago was published an article about the
cabarets. I was very much interested in reading it, as they
have caused me much heartache since last year. I have been
praying to God that something might be done to keep those
young girls out of there, as I know from y own experience what
I went through during the past year with my daughter. here is
my story: About a year ago, my daughter, who was then
eighteen years of age, and a good girl, left home one evening at
8 o'clock saying she was going to call on a girl friend. It was 1
o'clock and she had not returned. I was worried and went to
bed waiting to hear her footsteps. In the morning she finally
came home ashamed to look me in the face and also in an
intoxicated condition.
'She could not speak to me the next day. After putting her
in my bed, she---. She was going to work in a cabaret theater
and could make a splendid salary-one dollar a night, and half
of all the drinks she could sell. I dreaded the idea of her
working in such a place, but my pleadings did no good, my
poor girl had gone too far. A young man n the neighborhood
told me he sees her several times a week, always intoxicated,
and he feels sorry for her. He explained to me that if a girl sells
$2,00 worth of drinks they get half and usually if they meet a
man they can take him over to those places where they can rent
rooms.
"My daughter hardly ever comes home. I don't know
where she spends her time. I just think it is horrid for such
places to be in the heart of the city and to be conducted as they
are. I should think they would have them regulated and not
lure in these young girls as they did mine. I have told my
daughter repeatedly if she would come home I would make her
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clothes and take care of her. I am a widow and ;have three
children, one daughter home with me and one son married in a
nearby town. Trust you can and will help me in doing
something, so perhaps my daughter might come back to me. I
am sure I would take her and try to make her forget her past.'
Times Picayune - August 17, 1916 - Tango Belt singers enter
complains. St. Louis say Haymarket management withheld
part of pay.
Ada Webber, a cabaret singer from St. Louis, complained
to Thomas H. Agnew, superintendent of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children Wednesday, that the
proprietor of the Haymarket had withheld part of the pay of
the whole troupe, of which she is lending woman, because they
had refused to do work which they had not contracted to
perform. The other members of the troupe are Constance
Garlon, Georgia Marquise, Marianne Meyor and Jane
Hoverstock.
The Webber woman asserts they were brought to New
Orleans a week ago under an oral contract with the
Haymarket, to sing and dance in that place their entertainment
to consist solely of legitimate cabaret numbers. They allege that
instead of being confined to the part they had agreed to play,
they were required by the management to entertain individual
men, and drink with them after the manner of the cabaret
frequenters of the 'Tango Belt.' Because they refused to do the
work required of them, they assert, their pay to the extent of
$100 was withheld by the proprietor. As all the girls are
slightly over eighteen years of age, they were out of the
jurisdiction both of the society and the Juvenile Court, and
hence Mr. Agnew referred them to Labor Commissioner
McGilvray, who has taken their case in hand.
Complaints of the cabarets have increased recently, and
many person expect officers of the law to do what they have no
authority t do.
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N. Orleans State - November 15, 1916 - 'Cabaret Trust'
organized here. Drastic regulations for girl entertainers who
got '50-50' on profits are framed.
When Mr. ''Omer smote his bloomin' lyre. If there were
dancing girls or singers in the neighborhood, he didn't have to
care whether they danced or sang, or hid with a cigarette in the
waiting room until the presumptuous yokel at the first table
decided to try another place.
Mr. 'Omer was a product of the well-advertised good old
days.
When he twanged upon the instrument that Mr. Kipling
has made to bloom he twanged nonchalantly, un observed by;
$2.50 a night policemen who cannot understand cabaret
keepers.'
And he twanged when he wanted to twang, unhampered
by association rules and confident that the Homeridae knew
how to cajole the editors.
Cabaret rust formed
But when Tommie Dunn and the rests of the nimblefingered chaps tap the smoke-blotched ivories of their booming
pianos each; night in the cabarets of New Orleans are products
of the twentieth century.
so is the Association of Cabaret Proprietors of New
Orleans, if that be its official title.
Tommie and his kind now are working under association
contract of many rules -and the rules of most New Orleans
cabarets provide that the cabaret pianos never must be silent
between 9 p.m. and 4 a.m.
Around a little table near the cash register in one of the
Iberville Street places, most of the piano players gathered
several evenings ago and there, n the semi-darkness of that
little forest of unclothed tables whose nudity was concealed
partly by the upturned chairs hat rested, legs stretched upon
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them, they decided to intern the hatchet which always had cut
between them the fruit of business rivalry and petty jealousy.
Object to dividing receipts with them.
'It's like this,' remarked one of the originators of this gettogether movement. 'I've run cabarets around the countrygood ones, too-and I never see a town where the girls get fiftyfifty. We furnish the lights and the music and the equipment
and they get fifty-fifty-and who takes the fall when the cops
start picking one us?'
'Motion's carried,' mumbled the rest. And it and a round
of drinks were so ordered.
All but three cabaret keepers of New Orleans have joined
the association.
'What's it all mean?" one of the cabaret owners was
asked Tuesday night.
'A better break for all of us bring the gents a round of
drinks waiter what are you gonna have gents?' he replied.
'Sing it,' we urged.
'Well, it's like this,' and then we knew that we would be
late for work Wednesday morning.
'We pay our girls a dollar a night-that means seven
dollars a week,' resumed the manager. 'On the fifty-fifty basis
they receive percentage in addition to the salary. We found
that we should regulate our scales, and reach some agreement
where singers wouldn't be jumping from one cabaret to
another for small increases.'
So, according to the agreement a girl must sell at least $28
worth of drinks during a week.
Although the proprietors who formed the agreement deny
it, the 'entertainers' assert that no 'entertainer' who work n the
three cabarets outside the association will be employed in the
associations houses.
The 'entertainers' who seem not to be impressed
favorably by the new arrangement, say, too, that when an
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'entertainers' is discharged he or she will have difficulty in
obtaining employment at another association house.
'And they reduced the salaries for singers and made it
harder to get jobs. It's a rotten deal,' say the entertainers.
'And we've made it possible for the entertainers to make
more money. If any disagreement comes up the; entertainers
can appeal to a special committee of three prominent liquor
men. It's a great scheme,' say; the proprietors.
'Its' the arsenic,' says one of the proprietors who refused
to become a party of any part.
Junction City Daily Union - January 1, 1917 - Lid on in New
Orleans. Many dance halls and cabarets closed in that city.
Cabarets and dance halls n the restricted district, as well
as in the so-called 'Tango Belt' outside the district were closed
last night following issuance of orders by police officials for the
rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shcttuck law. The law forbids
serving liquors in other than licensed restaurants, forbids
women entering dance halls unaccompanied and forbids
entertainers mingling with guests in cabarets.
Times Picayune - January 13, 1917 -Tango Belt owners
arrested. Proprietors of two places charged with violating GayShattuck Law.
Captain Thomas Capo, commander of the Third Precinct
Station, started a crusade on cabarets Thursday night and
arrested the proprietors of two places in the 'Tango Belt.' They
are charged with a violation of the Gay-Shattuck law relative
to selling liquor to women. Captain Cap visited a number of
places and took in custody Salvador Romain, proprietor of the
Orchard Cabaret, Conti and Burgundy Streets, and Joseph ----, proprietor of the Falstaff Cabaret, Bienville and Burgundy
Streets.
In both instances, according to Captain Capo, women
were being served with drinks at tables without anything to
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eat, which is a violation of the law. Usually cabaret proprietors
have sandwiches of various kinds placed on tables where
patrons get drinks, but the sandwiches are not eatable as many
of them do a 'continuous performance,' appearing regularly
night after night.

There was corruption in the political area in New Orleans
and this kept the Tango Belt operating. Civic groups in the city
pushed to have it closed and finally won. It was to open again
with cabarets turned into dance halls and restaurants and
become more legitimate. Before the club scene moved to Bourbon
Street some cabarets were opened in the Belt.
Greensboro Daily News - January 15, 1917
All cabarets in the so-called Tango Belt were closed by
the police from 12:05 this morning until midnight tonight
following published allegations of Sunday closing law
violations and a call by the citizens' League for a mass meeting
tomorrow night to discuss vice conditions.
Most of the saloons in the city, according to private
investigators, operated today and tonight with blinds closed
and shades drawn as is usual on Sunday. three saloon keepers
were arrested during the day for keeping the front doors of
their establishments open.
Wilmington Morning Star - January 15, 1917 - Cabarets are
closed.
All cabarets in the so-called Tango Belt were closed by
the police from 1:05 this morning until midnight, following
published allegations of Sunday closing law violations, and a
call by the Citizens League for a mass meeting tomorrow night
to discuss vice conditions.
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Atlanta Constitution - January 15, 1917 - Tango cabarets
closed by New Orleans Sunday, but saloons operated.
All cabarets in the so-called Tango Belt were closed by
the police from 12:05 this morning until midnight tonight,
following published allegations of Sunday closing law
violations and a call by the citizens League for a mass meeting
tomorrow night to discuss vice conditions in the city.
Most of the saloons in the city, according to private
investigators, operated today and tonight with blinds closed
and shades drawn, as is usual on Sunday. Three saloon keepers
were arrested during the day for keeping the front doors of
their establishments open and a cigar store clerk were served
with a warrant, charging violation of the Sunday law, because
of his failure to draw curtains over the front door.
Many newspaper writers did not understand that the Tango
Belt was part of the so-called 'district' that included Storyville,
and the cabarets in the general area. The houses of Storyville
had only a small musical hiring policy and used mostly solo
piano players and on occasion a small group of musicians,
mostly two musicians at the most.
Oklahoma City Times - January 16, 1917 - Cabarets closed in
'Tango Belt' of New Orleans
Cabarets and dance halls in the restricted district, as well
as in the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district, were
closed here last night following the issuing of orders by police
officials for rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shuttuck law.
The law prohibits serving liquor to women in places other
than licensed restaurants; forbids women entering cabarets or
dance halls unescorted and forbids entertainers at cabarets
mingling with the guests.
At a mass meeting held under the auspices of the Citizens'
league of Louisiana, vice conditions in the city were discussed
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and a committee of twenty-five appointed to investigate further
and report at a meeting to be held at a future date.
Pittsburg Daily Headlight - January 16, 1917 - War on vice in
New Orleans.
Cabarets and dance halls in the restricted district as well
as in the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed
here last night, following the issuing of orders by police
officials for rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shuttuck law. The
law prohibits serving of liquor to women in places other than
licensed restaurants forbids women visiting cabarets or dance
halls unescorted and forbids entertainers at cabarets mingling
with the guests. At a mass meeting held under the auspices of
the Citizens League of Louisiana, vice conditions in the city
were discussed and a committee of 25 was appointed to
investigate further and report at a meeting to be held at a
future date.
Wichita Beacon the Arkansas City Daily Traveler & the
Houston Post - January 16, 1917 - close the dance halls, New
Orleans cabarets closed by crusaders
Cabarets and dance halls in the restricted district as well
as in the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed
here last night, following the issuing of orders by police
officials for rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shuttuck law.
The law prohibits serving of liquor to women in places
other than licensed restaurants; forbids women visiting
cabarets or dance halls unescorted and forbids entertainers at
cabarets mingling with the guests.
Hutchinson News - January 16, 1917 - Even in New Orleans.
The Tango Zone is being hard hit down that way, too.
Cabarets and dance in the restricted district as well as n
the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed here
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last night, following the issuing or orders by police officials for
rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shattuck law.
The law prohibits serving of liquor to women in places
other than licensed restaurants, forbids woman visiting
cabarets or dance halls unescorted and forbids entertainers at
cabarets mingling with the guests.
At a mass meeting held under the auspices of the citizens'
league of Louisiana, vice conditions in the city were discussed
and a committee of 25 was appointed to investigate further and
report at a meeting to be held at a future date.
Atlanta Constitution - January 16, 1917 - New Orleans drops
'lid' on cabarets and the dance halls. Officials enforcing law
not only on Sunday, but through week - citizens to probe vice
conditions.
Cabarets and dance halls n the restricted district as well
as in the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed
here tonight following the issuing of orders by police officials
for rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shuttuck law.
The law prohibits serving of liquor to women n places
other than licensed restaurants forbids women entering
cabarets or dance halls unescorted and forbids entertainers at
cabarets mingling with the guests.
A former custom of serving sandwiches with drinks to
evade the law was upset by a recent ruling in the state supreme
court, which held that a sandwich did not constitute a meal
and that in order to operate and serve drinks a cabaret or
dance hall must have a licensed restaurant attached.'
The police informed cabaret and dance hall proprietors
they could keep open provided the provisions of the GayShuttack law were observed. tonight the police said all of the
places, numbering about twenty, were closed.
At a mass meeting held tonight under the auspices of the
Citizens league of Louisiana vice conditions in the city were
discussed and a committee of twenty-five appointed to
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investigate further and report at a meeting to be held at a
future date. About 200 attended the meeting.
Atlanta Constitution - January 16, 1917 - New Orleans drops
'lid' on cabarets and the dance halls. Officials enforcing law
not only on Sunday, but through week-citizens to probe vice
conditions.
Cabarets and dance halls in the restricted district as well
as n the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed
here tonight following the issuing of orders by police officials
for rigid enforcement of the Gay -Shuttuck law.
The law prohibits serving of liquor to women in places
other than licensed restaurants forbids women entering
cabarets or dance halls unescorted, and forbids entertainers at
cabarets mingling with the guests.
A former custom of serving sandwiches with drinks to
evade the law was upset by a recent ruling in the state supreme
court, which held that a sandwich did not constitute a meal,
and that in order to operate and serve drinks a cabaret or
dance hall must have a licensed restaurant attached.
The police informed cabaret and dance hall proprietors
they could keep open provided the provisions of the GayShuttuck law were observed. Tonight the police said all the of
the places, numbering about twenty, were closed.
New Orleans State - January 16, 1917
'The cabarets as they have been conducted in the cabaret
district, and as legal institutions, are impossible.'
Genuine restaurant equipment must be installed in the
places in the Tango Belt or they will not be allowed to operate.
Mr. Newman said. women may enter the places and drinks
may be served to them while they partake of food. But the
drinking must be a secondary consideration, and policemen
have been instructed to see that no attempt is made to evade
the law by subterfuge.
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It was reported Tuesday morning that proprietors of
several cabarets intend installing restaurants; in their places,
so they may permit the entrance of women visitors. The law
gives to restaurants the right to serve drinks to women when
they purchase food. Only one of the many cabarets in the
Tango Belt is said to be a legitimate restaurant..
Paris Morning News - January 17, 1917 - Dance Halls and
cabarets closed at New Orleans.
Cabarets and dance halls in the restricted as well as in the
so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed last
night following the issuing of orders by police officials for rigid
enforcement of the Gay-Shuttck law.
The law prohibits serving of liquor to women in places
other than licensed restaurants, forbids women entering
cabarets or dance halls unescorted, and forbids entertainers at
cabarets mingling with the guests.
The law prohibits serving of liquor to women in place
other than licensed restaurants; forbids women entering
cabarets or dance hall unescorted and forbids entertainers at
cabarets mingling with the guests.
Houston Post - January 17, 1917 - New Orleans cabarets by
crusaders
Cabarets and dance halls in the restricted district as well
as in the so-called Tango Belt outside of the district were closed
here Monday night following the issuing of orders by police
officials for rigid enforcement of the Gay-Shuttuck law.
Kansas City Times - January 19, 1917 - War on vice in New
Orleans. Immoral houses ordered back to restricted district.
Probably the most widespread anti-vice crusade ever
inaugurated by the New Orleans police against immoral houses
was begun today by the police. As a result, notices were issued
to thirty-two keepers of houses that they were violating
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ordinances by operating outside of the restricted district and
must vacate their premises within five days. The 'Tango Belt'
cabarets in New Orleans are doomed also, according to well
informed opinions. An order was issued tonight that music will
not be permitted in cabarets. Everyone agrees that cabarets
without music will be a joke.
Atlanta Constitution - January 24, 1917 - Vice and votaries
feeling the law in New Orleans
In connection with their recently instituted clean-up
campaign, police department heads tonight issued orders
abolishing 'cribs' in the legalized restricted district. There were
more than 200 'cribs' in the district, police officers estimated.
Orders were also issued for the arrest of all 'cadets'
lottery operators(including punch board vendors) and male
residents of the restricted district. Twelve arrests were made
tonight for alleged violation of these orders.
The vice crusade started with the closing of cabarets
January 15. since that time all cabarets in the restricted
district and the so-called Tango Belt have been closed and
notices have been issued to more than 100 proprietors of
alleged disorderly houses located outside the district to vacate.
Numerous arrests have also been made for alleged violation o f
the Sunday closing laws and the Gay-Shattuck law, which
prohibits the selling of liquor to women in places other than
licensed restaurants.
Fort Gibson New Era - January 25, 1917 - New Orleans
cleaning up
In a clean-up campaign instituted by the local police
department following published charges of vice conditions in
the city, proprietors of thirty-two alleged immoral houses
located outside the restricted district were served with notices
by the police to vacate their premises within five days to avoid
prosecution. Several houses which received notices from the
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police were located in exclusive residential sections, but most of
them were n or near the downtown 'Tango Belt'.
Washington Herald - January 25, 1917
Theodore Brent, of New Orleans, a member of the new
Federal Shipping board, and E. C. Roberts, his secretary, are
stopping at the "Ebbitt, 'New Orleans is making a start of
cleaning itself up,' said Mr. Roberts yesterday.. 'In the past
week the cabarets of which there were about 100 in town, were
closed by the police commissioner. The city is governed by a
commission of five and the police commissioner got busy last
week when Police Chief Reynolds became indisposed. The
cabarets of New Orleans were bars which kept some women
about the place. They were mostly in the restricted section and
they ran until early in the morning. The restricted district itself
has not been attacked by the police yet, but this is coming. the
reason for closing the cabarets everyone believes, is that the
good hotels protested in order that they themselves would get
more business.
Era-Leader - January 25, 1917
Cabarets in New Orleans were given a death blow by the
resolution of their music permits.
Times Picayune - March 11, 1917 - 'Cabarets' now restaurant.
Joseph Crucia opens Cadillac at Conti and Rampart Streets.
The first restaurant to open in the place of a 'cabaret' in
the so-called Tango Belt was started Saturday night, without
music. This restaurant, which received the approval of
Commissioner Newman, superintendent Reynolds and Senior
Captain Boyle, after an inspection two days ago, is the Cadillac
Restaurant, formerly the Cadillac 'Cabaret,' Conti and North
Rampart Streets. It is owned by Joseph Crucia, who also
operated the 'cabaret.'
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Before commissioner Newman permitted the restaurant
to be opened he ordered an investigation of the former
reputation of the place, and acted after receiving a favorable
report.
In order to conform to the demands of commissioner
Newman, it was necessary that the proprietor build a solid wall
between the restaurant and saloon, to get from the restaurant
to the bar it is necessary to go to the sidewalk.
After the work of remodeling the place was completed,
Commissioner Newman, Superintendent Reynolds and Senior
Captain Boyle made a thorough inspection, and pronounced it
satisfactory, Commissioner Newman told Joseph Crucia he
would issue no music license for the new restaurant until he
was satisfied the law was being observed.
Times Picayune - November4, 1917 -'Original Jazz Band' at
the Cave.
The complete success of the 'Original Jazz Band' and the
reception which it received from the New Orleans dance world
'jas' justified the belief of the Grunewald management that the
good dance music would make a hit in this city. The Jazz Band,
opened the Cave last Monday night and every night the crowd
has been larger. War has had no effects on the dance or if
anything it has added to the craze for it.
The 'jazz' is America's latest form of music. An Eastern
critic describing it some time ago in one of the leading New
York papers, said that it was 'a crazy mixture of weird and
discordant sounds that just would not let one's feet behave.'
The Cavemen are real jazz players, so real in fact that the
crowd keeps them playing as many as four extras at the end of
each number.
The 'Original Jazz band' will play an indefinite
engagement at the Cave every night after the Theater. No
admission is charged.
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Oshkosh Daily Northwestern - November 18, 1917 - Navy
closed up a city. it is apparent that moral life was not the
cleanest.
'Storyville'-so named because it was established by an
ordinance by a man named Story-passed out of existence at
midnight last night. Luxurious resorts and hotels alike were
closed at the stroke of 12-at the request of the Navy
Department. More than a third of the famous district's two
thousand women are estimated today already to have left the
city. A local ministers' association has announced it will
undertake to care for a number of women until they can obtain
employment.
Another blow was given to musicians as their biggest night
for musicians they were not able to work.
Washington Post - December 30, 1917 - 500 Louisiana bars to
close.
Five hundred saloons in the State, the majority of them in
New Orleans will close their doors new Year's eve, it was
announced today. Because of the increased cost of liquor, due
to its scarcity and the war tax, saloon keepers say it is
impossible to clear a fair profit.
1918
Times Picayune - June 12, 1918 - Greets approach of raiding
squad. Cabarets cleared of female habitués under new vice
ordinance.
The places visited by the police were: Old Absinthe
House, Bienville and bourbon Streets; Anmstett'es Place, St.
Louis and Bourbon Streets; Orchard Cabaret, Conti and
Burgundy Streets; Vacarro's Cabaret, Decatur near Ursuline
Street' La Nassa's Cabaret, Decatur near St. Philip Street;
Torre's Cabaret, Decatur near St. Louis Street; Torre's
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Raleigh Cabaret, Iberville and burgundy Streets; Pup Cabaret,
Iberville, near Burgundy; Anderson's restaurant, 112 North
Rampart Street; Groschelle's Place, Iberville and Rampart
Streets.
Times Picayune - June 16, 1918 - In justice done Pierre
Cazeboone. Reports of police activities.
In the police reports of the raids made by detectives and
policeman in plain clothes on cabarets, and the arrest of a
number of women, an injustice was done Pierre Cazeboone,
proprietor of the Old Absinthe House at Bourbon and Bienville
Streets. It was printed that the Old absinthe House was among
'the placers visited by the police,' and the inference might have
been drawn that this place was a rendezvous for women. As a
matter of fact there is no cabaret there, and no music in the
place. What formerly was the cabaret now is Mme. Bogue's
dining room. Mr. Cazeboone declares there was no raid at his
place; two detectives simply walked in his front bar and then
walked out.
Times Picayune - July 3, 1918 - Close cabarets during War, not
affecting cabarets at West End, or Spanish Fort.
The scope of the new orders, as they will be enforced, and
Tuesday night there was no little confusion among individual
restaurant owners, saloon-keepers and proprietors of dance
halls as to just how they would be affected.
Superintendent of Police Mooney declined to define what
constitutes a cabaret or a roadhouse saying, 'We will cross
those bridges when we come to them.' About town the orders
were generally interpreted as applying to the cabarets, such as
are located in what is called the 'Tango Belt' but as not
applying to the cabarets maintained at some of the city's
prominent restaurants and hotels.
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Atlanta Constitution - July 3, 1918 - New Orleans puts ban on
all the cabarets.
All cabarets in New Orleans were ordered closed at
midnight Saturday, to remain closed until further notice,
following a conference late today between police officials and
representatives of the federal government. superintendent of
Police Mooney, who issued the order, stated it was at the
request of the war department and was a part of the anti-vice
campaign.
About two weeks ago several hundred women were
arrested by city police, raided some of the larger cabarets in
the 'Tango Belt'.
Saloon sections of the cabarets may continue to operate,
superintendent Mooney stated.
Springfield Missouri Republican - July 3, 1918 - New Orleans
puts ban on all cabaret shows.
All cabarets in New Orleans were ordered closed at
midnight Saturday to remain closed until further notice,
following a conference, late today between police officials and
representatives of the federal government. superintendent of
Police Mooney, who issued the order, said it was at the request
of the war department.
About two weeks ago several hundred women were
arrested when federal women were arrested when federal
officers , assisted by city police, raided some of the larger
cabarets in the 'Tango Belt'.
Saloon sections of the cabarets may continue to operate,
said superintendent Mooney.
New Orleans Item - June 29, 1919 -Tango Belt is dazed by
indictment. Tom and Claude Anderson, Henry C. Brooks, Joe
Crusia accused in true bills. Arlington, Cadillac cabarets lose
music. Mooney orders permits taken up; disorderly house
charges made.
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Defiantly the jazz band of the Cadillac cabaret at
'Rampart and Conti Street blared forth its music Saturday
night, after Joseph Crucia, the proprietor, was advised by his
lawyer that the police had no right to revoke his music permit.
Captain Theodore Ray, special to superintendent of
Police Frank T. Mooney, called at the Cadillac about 10 p.m.
On his demand for an explanation, Crucia announced that his
attorney Judge Robert H. Marr, had advised him that the
supreme Court injunction granted Crucia over two years ago,
barred the police from interfering with the Cadillac's music,
and placed them in contempt of court if they did so interfere.
Captain Ray then demanded Crucia's 'all-night' permit.
It's in the hands of my attorney,' said Crucia.
Captain Ray left without making any arrest.
And the band played on.
Leavenworth Times - July 3, 1918 - Close cabarets in New
Orleans
All cabarets in New Orleans were ordered closed at
midnight Saturday to remain closed until further notice,
following a conference late today between police officials and
representatives of the federal government. superintendent of
Police Mooney who issued the order, said it was at the request
of the war department.
Times Picayune - September 18, 1918 - Famous cabaret to be
'coffee house.' Tom Anderson's place will give up when time
for closing comes.
Tom Anderson's place in Rampart Street may be turned
into a coffee house when Uncle Sam puts the ban on other
liquids next July. Thomas A. Anderson proprietor of the
Arlington, member of the House of Representatives, and whose
cabaret was one of the best known in New Orleans for many
years, until the Federal commission put the ban on cabarets
smiled Tuesday night when asked if he would turn the
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Arlington into an ice cream parlor after the first of July next
year.
'The lease on this place will run for a year after that time,
and I suppose we will continue to operate as a restaurant,' said
he. 'My son-in-law, George Delsa, is in charge here, and he
may turn it into a coffee house.'
Mr. Anderson was one of the most expensively furnished
and the most popular of the cabarets when the Tango Belt was
livery with cabarets. It is the only one of the great number of
those cabarets still in existence. The restaurant continues
operations, but without music. when the cabarets were forced
out of business three months ago by the Fosdick commission
requiring the elimination of music, Anderson give out a spicy
interview while attending the Legislature, 'Why pick on me,'
he said, and he charged he was being discriminated against.
Cabarets on Royal Street and at West End being allowed to
continue their music.
Rampart Street was dark and dismal with the lightless
night of Tuesday and minus the music which formerly made it
gay. Around in royal Street the streets were dim but there was
music and dancing in at least one restaurant there.
Times Picayune - January 17, 1919
In the Tango Belt there was the same gloom. This cabaret
section has just begin to show signs f life again in the last four
weeks, having been closed last summer n account of military
and naval camps here.
Thomas C. Anderson, whose cabaret 'The Arlington,' has
been a landmark for years, announced some time ago that he
intended to turn his place into a coffee house.
The Old Absinthe House, founded n 1826, probably will
be converted into a restaurant and soft drinks establishment.
Part of the building now is occupied and may turn formerly to
coffee houses. fizzes and Frappes prepare to give dying gurgle
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in thirsty throats some proprietors not without hope. Dark pall
hangs heavy over royal Street and clocks revising Tango Belt.
Times Picayune - June 29, 1919 Grand Jury finds 'plot'
unfounded, indicts Anderson owners of two other resorts in old
Tango Belt.
Thomas C. Anderson, representative in the Stage
Legislature and owner of the Arlington Cafe, 122 North
Rampart Street, was indicted for conducting a house where
prostitutes were alleged to congregate for the purpose of
soliciting men for immoral purposes.
Others Indicted
Two indictments were returned against Joseph Crucia,
owner of the Cadillac Cafe, North Rampart and Canal Streets,
on a similar charge and for violating the Sunday closing law. A
representative of Captain Wilson is said to have been served
intoxicating liquor in the place last Sunday.
Harry Brooks and Claude Anderson, owners of the Pup
Cabaret, 1025 Iberville Street, were indicted on the same
charge as Anderson and Crucia.
The article published in the afternoon paper said some
fifteen persons were said to be implicated in the 'plot.' The
paper said the plan was to waylay Captain Wilson some night
when he was found without his uniform in such a district, and
either shoot or stab him from behind, or provoke a fight in
which he would be the victim.
It was learned that Raspe accompanied a prostitute to a
roadhouse in Jefferson Parish. In speaking about Captain
Wilson the woman is alleged by Raspe to have remarked 'they
are going to get him.' Raspe reported that on a different day he
overheard a conversation at Canal and Rampart Streets,
between two men, when one man said to the other that 'the
only way to get Captain Wilson is to follow him up some night
and bump him off.'
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Raspe said he did not know the woman or either of the
two men he claims to have heard talking at Canal and
Rampart Streets, nor was he able to give any clue as to their
identity or whereabouts.
Captain Percy Brigham sanitary officer at Jackson
Barracks, when told by Raspe late Thursday night about the
so-called plot through error, communicated the.. information
to an employ
Times Picayune - June 20, 1919 - robbery followed by raid on
'pup.' Two men arrested and excitement caused in old Tango
Belt.
Just as life began to stir in the old Tango Belt Thursday
night, and jazz bands blared forth their jazziest music, Chief of
Detective Long, in charge of a squad of police and detectives,
made a raid on the Pup Restaurant, 1019 Bienville Street.
Seven women seated in the restaurant were taken into custody
and charged at the First Precinct Station with practicing
prostitution. The restaurant was ordered closed by Captain
Cearns, commander of the Third Precinct.
The once gay Tango Belt was excited when the news of
the raid spread. From restaurants in the neighborhood women
hurried to shelter, and soon that section presented a deserted
appearance.
Times Picayune - June 30, 1919 - Jazz music banned by police
tonight. Cadillac proprietor under arrest and music permit
taken up.
All hope for 'jazz' music in the 'Tango Belt' tonight for
the ;farewell to John Barleycorn was shattered early Sunday
night when Captain Theodore Ray, special to Superintendent
of Police Mooney, arrested Joseph Crucia, proprietor of the
Cadillac, North Rampart and Conti Streets, and charged him
with having music in his restaurant without a music permit.
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Crucia was indicted Saturday by the Parish Grand Jury
with Thomas C. Anderson, state legislator and owner of the
Arlington Cafe, 122 North Rampart Street, and other all-night
restaurant owners in the Tango Belt for operating a house
where women could congregate and solicit men for immoral
purposes.
New Orleans Item - June 30, 1919 - Tango Belt can't 'wake'
Bacchus with music or song, says Mooney.
Not even a dirge, like the Drinking song from 'Traviata'
or 'The Aleo-cyhic-en Holie Blue-hoo-nes,' will be sounded in
the ancient stronghold of Bacchus below Canal Street Monday
night. chief Mooney has announced the lyre and the loud
timbrel-to say nothing of the saxophone, the snare drum the
fife, and the jazzed cornet-must be silent. whether or not the
police have been instructed to arrest messenger boys or other
youthful urchins who whistle as they pass along through the
late tickle-toe terrain has not yet been made clear.
Joseph Crucia, proprietor of the Cadillac cafe, did an
Ajax Saturday night, when he defied the Mooney-Lghtnings to
the extent of ordering his orchestra to play music. close on the
heels of the first few jazzy discords, there entered upon the
scene special Theodore Ray, who had been ordered to take up
all music permits in the drouth district.
Mr. Crucia pointed out an injunction, granted some two
years ago, restrained the police from stopping music in his
establishment. Captain Ray promptly placed Mr. Crucia under
arrest, although the Cadillac's proprietor was released on bond
almost immediately after he had been booked. And that
certainly makes it look as through the music. Heavenly Maid,
would no longer among those present to Monday night's
bacchanal.
Oklahoma City Times - July 4, 1919
New Orleans vendors of near beer jailed.
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Whether beer contain 275 percent alcohol is intoxicating
is a question which brought complications here tonight when
superintendent of police Mooney ordered all saloon men
arrested where it is served to soldier and sailors and
announced that the saloon would be closed Sunday as
heretofore unless a decision to the contrary was given him
before July 6.
with the passing of heavier drinks automobiles business
has stumped so that taxi drivers agreed today to increase the
fare from $3 to $4 an hour. Only two of the cabarets in the
Tango Belt have remained open since prohibition went into
effect.
Times Picayune - July 7, 1918 - Cabarets 'Jazz' their swansong
as lid goes on. Frothy White Way now but a memoryroadhouses to stay open. New Orleans' 'Great White Way'
today is but a memory.
With the stroke of twelve Saturday night in every cabaret
within the city limits the snare drum rolled forth its last note.
The sliding trombone gave vent to its last moan. The pianist
touched the last key, and the voice of the singer was silencedfor the lid had descended on cabarets and for the duration of
the war it will remain clamped down.
Death, though expected, came hard. The Jazz band
players played during their three brief hours of life as they
never played before. The entertainers sang their swan songs
pathetically. Patrons glided for the last time over the polished
floors. And through it all there hung an atmosphere of
depression, a constant reminder that cabaret life fast was
ebbing away. The old-time laughter was absent. There were
hundreds of men who sat silently at the tables, but few women
were present.
'A cabaret is an establishment where there is music,
singing and dancing, and which is frequented by men and
women of questionable character.'
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This is the definition superintendent Mooney, Senior
Captain Capo and special Officer Ray agreed upon at a
conference Saturday. This interpretation resulted in the closing
of twenty;-four amusement places in New Orleans, so far as
music and dancing is concerned.
West End roadhouses, bungalows and hotels are not
affected. it is understood the owners of the roadhouses along
West End Shell Road have agreed among themselves to close
their places at 1 o'clock nightly. This was voluntary on their
part, said superintendent Mooney.
'We cannot prevent anyone from spending several
pleasant hours at hotels or roadhouses conducted along clean
lines,' said the superintendent, 'but should the questionable
characters who have been frequenting the places in which we
have stopped music, singing and dancing go to the roadhouses
and hotels, where dancing and music are to be found, we will
be forced to place them under the ban. If this does not stop the
evil their all-night license will be revoked.
'This is only the beginning of the clean-up measure. There
may be more radical changes at any time,' concluded the
superintendent.
The 'Tango Belt' is the heaviest sufferer for the ban
placed on music in cabarets. 'The Great white Way' will be lost
without the wild walls of the jazz bands.
The following places will not be permitted to have music,
singing and dancing for the duration of the war;
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Most of the clubs mentioned are around or in the area
known as the 'Tango Belt.'
Evening Star - 1918, July 9, 1918
All cabarets in New Orleans, where singing, music and
dancing was permitted were indefinitely closed at midnight
Saturday on orders from Supt. of Police Mooney.
Times Picayune - August 10, 1919 - Prohibition hits pleasure
haunts' money returns. road House restaurants and cabarets
ready to admit defeat.
After withstanding the financial hazzards accompanying
one month of prohibition, owners of night restaurants and
cabarets in New Orleans and vicinity are ready to concede
defeat. Patronage has shrunken rapidly since July 1 and many
admit that unless a reprieve is granted the liquor business, they
will be forced to close their doors. It is estimated that the daily
loss to some cabaret proprietors averages $200 or more.
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The crushing effect of prohibition on this business is
reflected nightly by the cash registers of the resorts. Receipts
on week days at places in West End and Bucktown averaged
$250 to $300 before prohibition, and on Saturday and Sundays
the amusement purveyors garnered in probably $500 each;
night. some of the cabarets have closed, while other having
eliminated the dancing feature in the hope of fore-plainly 'the
handwriting on the wall.'
Retrenchment is n evidence in those few cabarets that are
clinging to the hope of a reprieve for liquor. Expenses have
been cut more than 50 percent. The waiter force has been
trimmed down, proprietors themselves are acting as cashiers
and restaurant service profits are applied to make good the
deficiencies of the bar.
Bar receipts dwindle
Where bars are operated in conjunction with restaurants,
the majority of the proprietors say they are just breaking even.
The receipts ran to $75 a day at some bars before prohibition,
exclusive of the cabaret. Now it is found that these bar receipts
are but $12 to $15 a day.
approximate figures calculated by former cabaret
operators in the Old 'Tango Belt' show that Orleanians spent
$___ or more each; night patronizing the haunts where
terpsichore reigned supreme and hilarity was unconfined.
Nightly the same old familiar faces could be seen jaunting
along from resort to resort n Iberville Street. Business was at
its highest peak during 1915 and 1916, when they blazed wide
open and had the extra advantages of a bevy of visitors here
nor the racing and Carnival season to boast receipts.
Of a dozen cabarets wherein riotous revelry and
unharmed joy prevailed some months ago, only five remain.
The old Tango Belt presents a gloomy aspect, Enormity
realistic of the truth that the sweeping wave of reformation has
been indiscriminate in its course. The five places operating no
longer are cabarets. They now are transformed into
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restaurants with bar annexes. All say their receipts have
diminished so rapidly since July 1 that they can see plainly 'the
handwriting on the wall.'
Trail gold paved
Among the well known former cabarets in the old 'Tango
Belt' that now are closed leaving no indication of former gay
dispensations are: Orchard, Pup, Turf, Raleigh, Haymarket,
Black Cat and San Souci. One former proprietor of one of the
former resorts above named said that he has known receipts to
go as high as $300 to $900 a night. 'A live bird from the
country' occasionally blazed the ___ trail,' he said, and such
chaps spent as high as $200 in one place.
One of the most historic saloons in New Orleans has been
'hit hard' by prohibition and is only surviving through the
restaurant adjunct installed some time ago. This is the Old
Absinthe House, built in 1752 and established in the saloon
business in 1896. Pierre Capeboone, proprietor, formerly
operated a cabaret feature in this famous old landmark, but
prohibition soon curtailed his. His receipts at the bar, exclusive
of the restaurant, have decreased 80 percent since prohibition
came in, he said.
Joe Julian, co-partner with Joe Massera in the Lake View
Roadhouse, formerly Thom's, said that his receipts had
decreased more than one-third since July 1. Before that time,
he said his receipts ran nightly from $300 to $400. He
intimated that now he is 'about to take the count.'
Hoping for reprieve
'We are paying $250 a month rent for our place, in
addition to our other expenses,' said Mr. Julian, 'We operate a
kitchen for accommodation, which is a liability, and we are
sticking solely in the hope that army demobilization will be
completed soon and we will have at least two months in which
to get rid of our stock. I am hoping that we get the light wine
privilege, which is our only salvation.'
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Joe Massera, who also owns the Massera Restaurant in
St. Louis Street, said that the people are not eating any more.
Before prohibition, he always had a crowded house, but now
receipts are slashed more than 65 percent.
Albert Dubois, proprietor of the bungalow at West End
said his receipts have fallen off 75 percent since July 1. he said
he usually enjoyed a trade of about 4250 a day, sometimes
more. but even now he is making a little money due to the fact
that he has not rent to pay and that he enjoys quite a business
in his restaurant.
Run till wine gives out
Mr. Dubois said he will continue the dancing feature for
his patrons and operate the restaurant; as formerly unless the
supply of wine for his personal consumption is exhausted. he
can with stand prohibition and a decrease in business, he said,
a but when he can no longer get wine for his own meals, he is
going back to France.
Bucktown prior to prohibition was doing an astounding
business, according to John Brunning, proprietor of
Brunning's Roadhouse. but how receipts have been cut in half
and unless demobilization is announced commences before
winter, it is probable that he will not operate his resort.
Martin's Roadhouse is still enjoying a fair trade, but Henry
Martin admits that his cash register is revealing the effects of
prohibition nightly.
Times Picayune - September 18, 1918
Tom Anderson's place in Rampart Street may be turned
into a coffee house when Uncle Sam puts the ban on other
liquids next July. Thomas A. Anderson, proprietor of the
Arlington, member of the House of Representatives, and whose
cabaret was one of the best known in New Orleans for many
years, until the Fosdick commission put the ban on cabarets,
smiled Tuesday night when asked if he would turn the
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Arlington into an ice cream parlor after the first of July next
year.
'The lease on this place will run for a year after that time,
and I suppose we will continue to operate as a restaurant,' said
he. 'My son-in-law, George Delas, is in charge here, and he
may turn it into a coffee house.'
Mr. Anderson devotes most of his time to the business of
the Liberty Oil company, of which he is president.
The Arlington was one of the most expensively furnished
and the most popular of the cabarets when the Tango Belt was
lively with cabarets. It is the only one of the great number of
those cabarets still in existence. The restaurant continues
operations, but without music, when the cabarets were forced
out of business three months ago by the Fosdick commission
requiring the elimination of music, Anderson gave out a spicy
interview while attending the legislature, 'Why pick on me,' he
said, and he charged he was being discriminated against,
cabarets on Royal Street and at West end being allowed to
continue their music.
Rampart Street was dark and dismal with the lightless
night of Tuesday and minus the music which formerly made it
gay. Around in Royal Street the streets were dim but there was
music and dancing in at least one restaurant there.
Washington Times - October 21, 1918 - San Souci experience
The other evening I was in a cafe eating dinner when I
noticed a young man looking at me. At first I thought he was
flirting, but later decided he was not. After I had left the cafe I
thought the matter over and remembered I had danced with
him in the San Souci Cabaret in New Orleans.
N. Orleans Item - December 8, 1918 - Rampart Street is off
again; cabarets open up with bang. Jazz Bands jazz for the
first time since memorable July7. 'ladies and gents' sip drinks
not sodas. Arlington fills with joyous crowd on Pleasure bent.
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Rampart Street sat up with a jerk and rubbed its eyes.
Was it really possible?
'Naw! False alarm,' south the old-timers.
But is wasn't. The lid was taken off the New Orleans
cabaret Saturday night- and the Tango Belt reveled as never
since Saturday night, July 7, when superintendent Frank T.
Mooney of the New Orleans police closed down every jazz
shop at the request of the Fosdick commission on Training
Camp Activities.
By sores the Rampart Street Saturday nighters sped to
the Arlington-that institution better known as 'Tom
Anderson's' and conducted under the auspices of the
Honorable Thomas Anderson, member of the Louisiana
General Assembly. The scores weren't disappointed.
A negro jazz band jazzed its jazziest. At the tables sat
women with escorts-and both found solace it, crystal-thin
glasses that held divers colored mixtures not classed as icecream sodas. Between drinks they danced joyously. And-'This
is the life!' they sang with glad abandon.
Mild symptoms of cabaretitis developed also at Mascra's
on St. Louis Street, between Bourbon and Dauphine.
Rumors sped about the street that Harry Brooks,
proprietor of famous Pup Cabaret in Iberville, is going to open
Sunday. Harry could not be reached. Neither Could Frank T.
Mooney, superintendent of New Orleans police.
Rock Island Argus - September 20, 1919
Strengthened dances position in society, and by making
the cabarets safe for the debutante, the cabaret owners have
succeeded in regaining a large percentage of what they have
lost on account of prohibition. Everybody's preparing for a big
dancing season.
An article appeared in a newspaper that talked about jazz
and the 'Razz Band that were playing in a Tango Belt cabaret.
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Rock Island Argus - September 26, 1919
So came jazz. Jazz was purely accidental, the find of a
cabaret man while visiting New Orleans. According to one
dancing master's story, this man was walking through the
poorer quarters of the city one evening when the sound of
curious music made him come to a stop and listen. From the
inside of a shabby little restaurant it came-strangely discordant
and yet rhythmical, so that he could scarcely keep his feet still.
he went inside and found that the noise or music or whatever it
was, was being made by a band of four negroes, known a
Razz's band. One played a barytone horn, one a trombone,
another a cornet and another an instrument made out of the
China berry tree, which he did not recognize but later found to
be common throughout the south, where the negroes make it
themselves. it is much like a clarinet. but has one peculiar
handicap: it can be used only when the sap is in the wood, so
that after a few weeks it has to be discarded and a new one
found:

Razz Band
The cabaret man realized that he had found something
new. It was not long before Razz's band was playing in a firstclass New Orleans restaurant, and from there it rapidly made
its way to Chicago. In some way Mr. Razz's name, became
converted into 'Jazz,' and thus made its way; all over the
world. However, a Negro waiter who was questioned regarding
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this story said it wasn't true, that jazz was a term familiar in
the Negro vocabulary and well known throughout Africa as
well as our own south.
Times Picayune - October 6, 1919 - Thomas C. Anderson,
Proprietor of 'Arlington' faces Judge today.
Thomas C. Anderson, state legislator and proprietor of
the Arlington Cabaret, 122 North Rampart Street, in the old
'Tango Belt,' will be placed on trial this morning n Judge
Landry's division of the Criminal District court on charges of
permitting prostitutes to gather in his place for immoral
purposes.
Harry Brooks, of the Pup Cabaret, asked Joseph Crucia
of the Cadillac will be tried on similar charges after the
Anderson case is disposed of.
The cases have aroused wide interest and men and
women from all walks of life are expected to attend the
hearings.
Times Picayune - October 7, 1919 - Anderson defense and state
witnesses widely differ. Anderson ran respectable place,
persons he subpoenaed say, while Captain Wilson and Dr.
Edler declared they were solicited by women habitués.
For Anderson
These witnesses testified that tom Anderson's cabaret in
North Rampart Street is 'respectable.' 'orderly' and that they
were never 'solicited' by its women habitues; Dr. Louis
Rabouin, James Robin, Judge William chamberlain, T. H.
Bernhardt, Edward M. Roberts.
Against Anderson
These witnesses testified that Tom Anderson's cabaret
was a rendezvous for numbers of women, many of whom were
[plainly prostitutes, and that they were 'solicited' openly;
Captain Harold M. Wilson, Dr. William Edler, J. W. Holloway
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and Sergeant Thomas Pierce. Detective Mooney said, 'I know
the women were prostitutes.'
There's a difference in a point of view.
Likewise, there was difference in the testimony about
Tom Anderson's Arlington cabaret in North Rampart Street,
adduced in the trial before Judge Landry in the Criminal
District court on Monday.
According to official witnesses, agents of the United States
government, called by the prosecution to support their own
case, the place was simply an anteroom from the transaction of
business incident to the affairs of the erst-while red light
district-and an anteroom where that business was transacted
openly.
The case was not completed and will be resumed
Tuesday.
James Robin, vide-president of the Whitney-Central
National Bank, declared he had been a frequent visitor to
Anderson's cabaret and that from his observation the place
was conducted in the same manner as any high class
restaurant in New Orleans. Other citizens testified they had
visited the place at different hours during the night and
believed the woman who patronized the cabaret were
respectable.
This testimony was given after Captain Harold M.
Wilson, assistant southern director of the War Department
commission on Training Camp /activities; Dr. William Edler,
scientific expert for the United States Public Health Service,
and other government agents, and testified that they had been
solicited for immoral purposes by the alleged prostitutes in the
Arlington.
District Attorney Lusenburg, who is prosecuting
Anderson, rested his case at 3 o'clock, reserving the right to
call other persons. Defense witnesses were called until 5
o'clock, when Judge Landry adjourned court until Tuesday
morning at 10"30 o'clock. It is not a jury trial and Judge
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Landry will render the verdict, which is expected to come late
Tuesday evening. The minimum sentence on conviction is a
fine of $10 and thirty days in the Parish Prison and the
maximum fine $500 and sixty days in the Parish Prison.
Under cross-examination by district Attorney Lusenburg
nearly all of the defense witnesses admitted they knew the
character of the women who frequented the cabaret from talk
they had heard. However, all said they had never been solicited
by woman in Anderson's.
Times Picayune - October 9, 1919 - Argument, Landry
refusing to hear argument, Landry dismisses case. Cabaret
proprietor is freed against his attorney's urgent protest.
Judge Arthur Landry of Section B, Criminal district
court, Wednesday gave the key to the cabaret cases which have
held the center of the stage for three days.
'My mind is already made up,' was his statement to
District Attorney Luzenberg, who ask if the court would not
like to hear arguments before passing on a motion by Charles
Byrne, defending attorney, for the quashing of the indictment
against Harry Brooks, proprietor of the Pup Cabaret.
Judge Landry not only quashed the Brooks indictment,
but when the case of Joseph Crucia, proprietor of the Cadillac,
came up a few moments later, he said: 'I refuse to permit this
trial to go on. The court is the judge of the law and the facts,
and it is useless to take up the time of the court with the Crucia
case.'
'But you have no authority to quash this case,' retorted
Robert H. Marr, who as attorney for Crucia was prepared and
anxious for trial. 'I contend that Your Honor has no authority
to pass on any legal matters pertaining to the case before trial.
There is nothing before the court at this time and we are
prepared for trial.'
The court refused to listen to the pleadings; so Attorney
Marr filed a bill of exceptions to the ruling.
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At the same time district Attorney Luzenberg announced
he would appeal Judge Landry's decision to the supreme court.
The dismissal of the charges against Tom Anderson,
proprietor of the Arlington Cabaret Tuesday, and the
quashing of the Brooks and Crucia cases Wednesday brought
the cabaret trials to a close so far as Judge Landry's court is
concerned. The cases attracted much attention while they
lasted and brought forth a wide variety of evidence. some of
the city's most prominent men were called upon to testify to
the good character of Tom Anderson's place-and they did.
Captain Harold M Wilson of the Commission on Training
Camp Activities, and Dr. William Edler of the United States
Public Health Service, who brought about the indictment of the
cabaret proprietors, and other state witnesses painted, on the
other hand, a dark picture of what they saw in the Arlington.
The cabaret men were charged with operating
places
where women congregated for immoral purposes.
Charges based on the same facts are pending against
Anderson in the federal courts. Following Judge Landry's
action Wednesday there was a rumor that the charges in the
Federal courts would be dropped. This sent Captain Wilson
and Dr. Edler to Untied States Attorney Mooney in a hurry.
Mr. Mooney said that he had been working on the Anderson
case, but had not reached a decision yet as to what to do in the
matter.
'I will exert every effort to have Anderson tried,' said
Captain Wilson. 'The belief in Washington is that Anderson
must be tried in the federal courts.'
Many cabarets because of closures and prohibition
(January 17, 1920-1933) in New Orleans have changed from
their former practice which was considered immoral and closed
their cabarets and opened dance halls which were accepted as
morals places to go to.
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St. Tammany Farmer - October 11, 1919
Don't fail, ladies and gentlemen, to remember that the
Anderson cabaret in New Orleans is a perfectly correct and
moral place where you may take your family and where good
people testify they have never seen anything wrong.
Times Picayune - December 3, 1919
The action of Judge Landry, of the Criminal district
court, who several weeks ago quashed indictments against
Joseph Crucia and Harry C. Brooks, cabaret proprietors
charged under Act Nol. 199, of 1912, with operating disorderly
resorts, was reversed Tuesday by the Louisiana supreme
Court, which ordered the indictments reinstated and the two
defendants placed on trial.
In passing judgment in the Brooks case three justices of
the Supreme Court handed down a sweeping interpretation of
the statute under scrutiny, extending the meaning of the term
disorderly resort to include places where even 'idle or vicious'
person congregated. Justice Sommerville was the organ of the
court, and chief Justice Monroe and Justice Dawkins agreed
with him. Justice Provosty and O'Neill rendered dissenting
opinions.
Brooks operated the 'Pup' Cabaret 3031 Iberville Street.
His attorney attacked the indictment on the ground that while
it charged that lewd women congregated at that address, it did
not allege that any ac of prostitution had been permitted there.
The supreme court said:
A public place where thieves, criminals, or idle and
vicious person congregate, for the purpose of dividing their
spoils, to make plans for the commission of other crimes, or
where lewd women congregate for the purpose of soliciting
men for immoral sexual intercourse is certainly against the
peace and quiet of the neighborhood where the house or room
may be located, and against the peace and dignity of the state
at large.'
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The congregating of lewd women in such a resort is a
'menace to the morals and health of the community,' and make
it a disorderly house, the supreme court declared. As to
whether or not it amounted to a disturbance of the peace, the
majority opinion pointed out that 'sneak thieves, embezzlers,
midnight burglars, bootleggers and gamblers do not disturb
the peace' by making a noise, yet operate 'against the peace
and quiet of the state.'
The Brooks indictment was quashed by Judge Landry on
motion of Brooks' lawyer, following the acquittal of Thomas C.
Anderson, another cabaret proprietor, in a similar case.
Judge Landry then proceeded to quash the Crucia case
on his own initiative, and the supreme Court, in an opinion
rendered by Justice Sommerville.
N. Orleans State - December 11, 1919 - Cabaret cases are to be
tried in January.
Entertaining news stories are to be expected early in
January following District Attorney Chandler C. Luzenberg's
announcement that the cases against harry C. Brooks and
Joseph Crucia will be tried before Judge Landry in the
Criminal District court after the holidays.
Messrs. Brooks and Crucia formerly operated the Pup
and Cadillac cabarets in what was known in the olden days as
the 'Tango Belt.' They are charged with operating a disorderly
house and allowing women to congregate for immoral
purposes.
Times Picayune - February 4, 1920
Asked by Mr. Mooney to define the so-called Tango Belt
Mr. Anderson said it was the section bounded by Chartres or
Royal Street into what was the restricted district and from
Canal to S. Louis Street.
Abbeville Press & Banner - April 19, 1920 - Music unlimited.
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Cabarets in New Orleans may now have all the music
they want, following a supreme court decision granting an
injunction against the mayor, city commission, the council and
superintendant of police to Harry Brooks and other cabaret
keepers. A bitter fight have been waged for the privilege.
New Orleans Item - July 10, 1921 - A move against gambling?
It is known that the Third Precinct is one of the 'toughest'
i New Orleans. It includes all the district along Rampart and
Royal Streets and covers the old Tango Belt and gambling
section.
Some of the gossip was that the assignment of Captain
ray, known as 'Raiding Ray' because of the number of raids
made by him, was for the purpose of 'getting a line on'
conditions.
One question heard about bead quarters concerned
whether or not the transfer of Captain Ray was a promotion.
when superintendent Mooney took charge of the police force
he promoted Ray from a sergeant to a captain and then made
him special to the superintendent. In that capacity he directed
many of the raids and was the 'right hand man' of the chief of
the department.
Superintendent Mooney 's only answer to the question
concerning that transfer was 'for the good of the service.'
Times Picayune - July 12, 1921 - Tango Belt quiet as lid is
clamped in vice clean-up. News that Captain Ray is in charge
of Precinct closes Dens.
The lid on New Orleans' Tango Belt section, was clamped
down tighter Monday night than at any time in years.
The news that Captain Ray, special officer to
Superintendent of Police Moony, had assumed charge of the
Third Police Precinct and was preparing swift attack on all
alleged houses of ill-fame, handbook operators and gamblers,
worked like a charm, says the police, with the result that
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Monday night the Tango neighborhood ranked well with other
section of the city in point of good behavior.
Meanwhile, Royal Street is 'all on edge' attempting to
figure out the whys and whens of Captain Rays first attack.
Monday night passed without raids, which fact apparently only
served to increase the tension of the guessors.
Every policeman and detective detailed in the third
Precinct has been informed in detail by Captain Ray of the
objects of the contemplated 'drive' against vice, and along what
lines they are to work.
Commissioner Ray Monday directed the judges and
clerks of the Recorder's courts to supply him with a daily
record of the vice and gambling cases that are tried in those
courts. He asked courts to supply him with a daily record of
the vice and gambling cases that are tried in those courts. He
asked that the name, address and charge of each offender be
supplied him together with the transcript of the case, finding of
the judge and whether appeal was taken.
Commissioner Ray has adopted this method to keep a record n
his office of all the cases that are tried for reference in his
office.
Times Picayune - July 13, 1921 - Police make fifty arrest in
vice drive on Tango Belt.
With fifty arrest between noon and midnight Tuesday,
Captain Theodore Ray began his work of cleaning up the
Third precinct with a vim, and gambling and immorality were
on their way to the high timbers when the day was done.
'You could shoot a cannon ball down Royal or North
Rampart Streets Tuesday night, and you wouldn't have it an
undesirable,' said Captain Ray, commenting on the results of
the day's work.
The fifty men arrested by Captain Ray's detectives and
patrolmen in civilian clothes included well-known police
characters, drug addicts, and alleged ex-convicts, as well as a
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man and a woman taken in a raid on the Dalmar Hotel, 287
Dauphine Street. Mrs. Addie Edmonds, alleged proprietress of
the hotel, was charged with operating an immoral house, while
the man and woman found in the place were charged under the
moral code and held for medical examination.
Additional measures were taken Tuesday by Police
superintendent Mooney o his drive against lottery shops,
handbook operators, gamblers, moral code violators and
dangerous and suspicious characters. No man or woman
arrested and charged with any of these offences will be paroled
by commanders of precinct stations unless judges requesting
the parole do so in person or in writing.
No request from judges over the telephone will be
recognized by the police. this order was sent out by
superintendent Mooney Tuesday evening.
The judges of the Recorders' courts , it was said, appealed
from this order to safety Commissioner Ray, but the
commissioner informed them that the order would stand.
Additional policemen were stationed in the Cadillac and
Orchid 'cabarets' and the dance hall operated by George
Delsa, in North Rampart Street near Iberville Street, formerly
operated by Tom Anderson. This makes two policemen in each
place, and they have orders to arrest all women entering the
places without escorts, and all women soon acting suspiciously
in the dance halls. The Orchid 'cabaret' is being operated by
Harry; Gregson, former city detective.
The police, it was said, recognize gamblers, lottery shop
operators and proprietors of immoral houses as organized law
violators, and are determined to keep so hot behind them that
their illegal traffic will become unprofitable.
New Orleans States - April 1, 1922 - Tore Funeral.
The funeral will be held Sunday at 2'20 p.m. from his
residence. burial will be n St. Louis Cemetery No.3. Dante
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Lodge 171, F. and A. M. and Concorde Chapter No. 2, R. A.
M., will officiate at the funeral.
Toro was proprietor of the cabaret at Bienville and Basin
Streets for years. He was one of the pioneer cabaret owners of
the old Tango Belt, Himself and his place equally well known.
Toro was noted for his charitable nature and was said to have
never turned down a worthy cause. He was well liked by the
acting fraternity and his place was frequently a meeting place
for stage people.
After giving up his old cabaret, Toro opened the Raleigh at
burgundy and Iberville Streets, which flourished until ill
health force him to retire.
Toro was a native of Italy. He had lived in New Orleans
43 years.
Monroe News-Star - July 27, 1922
Fourteen women were today under arrest here following
a raid last night on three cabarets in the old Tango Belt. Seven
additional women were picked up on the streets while the raid
was n progress. They were all charged with loitering.
Times Picayune - July 27, 1922 - fourteen women arrested in
raids on three cabarets.
Raids on three cabarets in the old Tango Belt last night,
resulting in the arrest of fourteen women on technical charges
of 'loitering.' were followed by an announcement of Police
superintendent Mooney that unrelenting warfare will be
conducted by the police against resorts in this section of the
city.
'This is only an example of what we are going to do,' said
chief Mooney. 'These raids will be determine vice conditions in
the old Tango Belt must be broken up. and there will be no
slackening in the campaign.'
The warming was reiterated a couple of hours later by
Recorder Emile Leonard when the women were arraigned in
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night court. They were released by the judge after being put on
their guard.
'At this time I will be lenient with you,' said the recorder,
'This is a warning to you as to what will happen if you continue
to hang around those places with young men. The next time
you come before the court look out for prison sentences.'
Places visited by the police in night were the Orchard, at
Conti and Burgundy Streets; the Cadillac, at Conti and
Rampart Streets; and the Arlington, 136 North Rampart
Street. five women said by the police to be of bad character
were taken from the Orchard, and five from the Cadillac while
four were taken at the Arlington.
Superintendent Mooney directed the raids, which were
carried out by Detectives George Rayer and Reuben Victory.
Racing from one place to another in a patrol wagon, the
detectives were able to visit three cabarets before the word had
flashed through the underworld that the wagons was 'rolling.'
Women in the various places with police records were ordered
from the cabarets and sent to the Third Precinct station.
Where they were booked on charges of loitering.
Seven women were picked up from downtown streets
during the same period. Two of them pleaded guilty in night
court and were fined $10 each.
N. Orleans States - October 24, 1922
The putting back of the police guard at each of the 'Below
Canal street cabarets,' is looked upon as a severe blow to some
of the cabarets.
In the vicinity of the French \Market are a half a dozen
cabarets and in the section near Rampart Street another half
dozen or more . all of these, which have enjoyed freedom from
the police surveillance will find a uniformed man stationed in
them.
The Bee - November 24, 1923
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That night in 'soup and fish' - monocle included - he
entered an exclusive club and bought whisky at a dollar a
drink and Izzy swears it wasn't a bit better than the kind he
bought for a dime a throw down on the river.
Next day, in flashy checkered suit, he was the hot sport
up and down the Tango Belt. He entertained fellow sports,
bought drinks lavishly and made all sorts of friends.
But the Tango Belt is in mourning today and Izzy's to
blame.
The Bee - November 24, 1923
New Orleans is the home of the first jazz strike of history.
The ancient city's Tango Belt opened the autumn season with
many new cabarets and with a hectic demand for jazz. Jazz
players, jazz singer, jazz dancer were working to a fare-youwell, night after night, until they struck last week. Struck for
higher pay and a three-platoon shift system. The won. Now the
Tango Belt resounds to the slinking blare of the old-time jazz
and the jazz-babies are happy.
Journal Gazette - November 25, 1923 - New Orleans
New Orleans is the home of the first jazz strike of history.
The ancient city's Tango Belt opened the autumn season with
many new cabarets and with a hectic demand for jazz. Jazz
players, jazz singers, jazz dancers were worked to a fare-vouwell, night after night, until they struck last week. Struck for
higher pay and a three-platoon shift system. The won. Now the
blare of the old-time jazz and the jazz babies are happy.
Journal Gazette - November 29, 1923 - Tango Belt resounds to
the slinking blare of the old-time jazz, and the jazz-babies are
happy.
New Orleans is the home of the first jazz strike of history.
The ancient city's Tango Belt opened the autumn season with
many new cabarets and with a hectic demand for jazz. Jazz
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players, jazz singers, jazz dancers were worked to a fare-youwell, night after night until they struck last week. Struck for
higher pay and a three-platoon system.

Haymarket Cafe

Ringside Café
The New Orleans Harmony Kings are
l/r-Chink Martin, Freddie Neumann, Joe Capraro, Sidney
Arodin, Sharkey & Augie Schellang
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Pete Herman’s Ringside Café
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The Pig Pen – Decatur & Ursulines Sts.

Frank Early's Saloon as it exist today
Only saloon left standing in the District.
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Frank Early's

FrankEarly's

Old Absinthe House
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Victors - corner of Villere & St. Louis

Big 25

Pete Lala's
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Dauphine Theater

Lyric Theater

The Lyric Theater was a theater as far back as 1878. The
theater employed a drama company which was managed by
Walter S. Baldwin.
The Wenger Family (William F. and Henry Wenger)
bought the building in April of 1892. The theater was rebuilt
and named “Wenger’s Theater.” Its capacity was
approximately 3,000. Plans were announced to use first class
vaudeville. The admittance was called a nominal fee which was
given to exclude the rougher elements of New Orleans society.
No orchestra was available at the opening as there was a
musician’s strike on Nov. 6, 1892, and the singers were just
accompanied by pianists. The cost for the new building was
given at $60,000.
In 1903 Henry Lehman and Charles Davis purchased the
building. Their intent was announced to completely remodel
the theater and rent it to the famous Bijou Theater company of
Richmond, Virginia for ten years. The Bijou backed out of the
deal and the theater was opened as the Lyric Theater on Nov.
21, 1904 as the home of the Olympic Opera company. The
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stage size was 38 feet (depth) and 82 feet wide with the building
measuring 127 feet. It now held 700 patrons on the lower floor,
800 in the balcony with 12 special boxes on each side.
It was not a successful operation as financial difficulties
developed by 196 and the building was sold again, this time to
Luke Boudreux and was renamed the Diamond Theater. The
theater presented plays, motion pictures with musical
accompaniments by Prof. Gluck’s famous orchestra.
On Feb. 24, 1922 the theater opened under the partnership of
Boudreaux and Clarence Bennett as a playhouse for the
Negroes of the city. With this opening many Northern
theatrical companies were able to bring such star as Mamie
Smith, Bessie Smith, 'the Smart Set', 'Shuffle Along' and
Florence Mills. Bennett had been the sponsor of automobile
races and this association led to a friendship with the famous
racer Barney Oldfield. Oldfield had given Bennett a ring
containing two three carat diamonds. Bennett pawned the ring
for $1,000 and used the money to invest in the theater. Bennett
and Boudreaux were investors and instrumental in forming the
Theater Owners Booking Association. This association
included a string of fifty theaters.
They presented what would be called a variety show
format or vaudeville bill which included magicians, roller
skating acts, contortionists, mind readers, ventriloquists, wire
walkers, jugglers and other assorted acts.
There was a unique feature of the theater. It possessed a
stage that was raised or lowered by hydraulic power. The
theater now possessed a front and foyer of white marble and
the dressing rooms were of marble and quartered oak. Its
appearance was a very classic look. Careful consideration was
given to the theaters sight lines and there was easy access to the
exists. During this time there was much consideration given
and concern for fire codes due to the famous Chicago fire.
Robichaux was playing at the Lyric on Jan 5, 1917. An
item in show business magazine “Variety” on that date states:
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“The Lyric is advertising its offering with a jazz band, which
parades the principle thoroughfares about an hour before the
performance begins. It does not given the name of the jazz
band. Later on Sept. 19, 1919, also in ”Variety” the same
column does give the name of the jazz band and it is
Robichaux’s:
“The Lyric, with a strictly colored policy, is to give a
‘midnight frolic’ advertised as for ;;white folks only.
Appearing will be Willie Jackson, Happy Holmes, Edward
O’Bryant, Margaret Ward, Thomas Francis, New York
Minstrels and the Robichaux Jazz Band.
Robichaux was playing during the 1920 season as we find
an advertisement in the paper on Jan. 4, 1920.
In the interviews some musicians stated that they played with
Robichaux as early as 1917. The theater, was early as 1916 was
known as the Lyric Theater.
In the oral interviews of early New Orleans musicians we
have numerous mentions of the Lyric Theater and John
Robichaux’s leadership.
Oke Gaspard remembered playing with the Robichaux
Orchestra when Robichaux first began playing at the Lyric
Theater in 1917. Gaspard left the theater orchestra only to
return to play again in 1927.
The Esquire 1945 Jazz Book states that Robichaux was at
the Lyric Theater between 1920 and 1923 “where vaudeville
was three a day (four on Sunday)”. The Jazz Book also list the
band’s personal: “Charlie McCurdy-clarinet, Andrew
Campbell-cornet, John Lindsay-trombone, Walter Bundydrums (later Louis Cottrell and Zutty Singleton), and Henry
Campbell-string bass. The Jazz Book further states that: “At
these and other times the Robichaux outfit boasted these hot
hornsmen: Vic Gaspard, Lindsay Delisle-trombones, Baquet,
Tio McCurtis-clarinets, George Kimball, James Williams,
George McCullogh, and Andrew Campbell-cornets.
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Richard Allen said that he saw Pigment Markham at the
Lyric Theater after they changed its name to the Palace. Mrs.
Clementin also said that “I went to the Lyric but some people
said they wouldn’t go there.”
John’s nephew Joe Robichaux, in his interview at Tulane
Jazz Archives remembers that “John was quite often away
from home for long periods. The Lyric Theater job kept him
busy. That sometimes he would write music for some of the
acts there and would be up all night copying, getting home
with time only to change cloths.
Punch Miller used to hear the Robichaux Band at the
Lyric. He says that: “I used to hear the Robichaux Band all the
time at the Lyric Theater. They had midnight shows.
Robichaux featured much jazz in his band. He would play the
overture starting off like a march and about the middle of it
they would start ragtime, jazzing it. After that he just played
the vaudeville shows.”
Narvin Kimball’s father played in the ’pit’ band with
Robichaux at the Lyric and Narvin, when he was 8 or 9 went
with his father to the Lyric. He listed the following as members
of the orchestra at the Lyric: “Charlie McCurdy was on
clarinet, Vic Gaspard on trombone, Walter Bundy was the
drummer and Andrew Kimball on trumpet. There was also
Henry Kimball on bass.
Joe Robichaux remembers John played at the Lyric
Theater for a long time, almost until the time the Lyric was
closed and demolished sometime in the early 30’s.”
The following musicians, in their oral interviews at Tulane
remarked that at one time or another they played with
Robichaux at the Lyric: Morris French, Chinee Foster,
Charles Love, August Laurent, Zue Robertson, Milton Martin
and Arnold Montoyer. Other musicians stated that Robichaux
played at the Lyric. Among those are Cie Frazier, Kid Thomas,
Albert Warner, Amos White, Dave Oxley, Sing Miller, Bill
Matthews and Alfred Williams.
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Punch Miller states: Robichaux had a straight reading
band. Johnny Lindsay played with John Robichaux the whole
time he was here. Robichaux had the biggest band here in
1917. Robichaux while at the Lyric had 2 trumpets, 2 clarinets,
2 trombones, piano and drums.”
Miller also stated: “I used to hear Robichaux band all
the time at the Lyric Theater. They used to have midnight
shows. This was between 192201924.”
Louis James, also of Thibodaux, played with Robichaux
and remembers that the Lyric at one time was called the
Palace.
Dr. Souchon recalls: “On Burgundy St. and Iberville was
the Lyric, a colored theatre. I used to sneak in there between
the wings and hear the outstanding attractions that would play
there. Robichaux’s Orchestra played for the shows. Sometimes,
I would be late getting back to the LaVida as I would wait for
people like Bessie Smith to finish their numbers.

Greenwall Theater
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The Fern

Budweiser

Pete Lala's
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The band at Pete Lala's Cafe

The bandstand at Tom Anderson's
Paul Barbarin, Arnold Metoyer, Luis Russell, Willie Santiago,
Albert Nichlolas
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Pet Herman's Ringside Cafe

Pig Pen

My Place
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Bios in 'Second Line' Magazine
Andy Anderson - 'Second Line' Magazine Summer,1983 by
Mono MacMurray & Sue Hall
Andy played in several taxi dance places before the war.
The first was the LaVida on Canal and Burgundy. After that
closed he moved to the Alamo at 113 Burgundy and the
Budweiser - actually the name of the place was the Fern Café
No. 2, but musicians referred to it as the Budweiser because of
the large beer sign hanging over the door. “There was one on
Rampart Street, in the middle of the block where I worked for
a long time, too, but I can’t remember the name. They didn’t
have regular bands, the musicians just hired up. During that
time we had Willie, a guitar player, and James Davis, he
played piano and his brother was playing saxophone, his name
was Rubin and he was in the army with me. Another brother,
Robert played the drums. I played some jobs with One-Eyed
Babe Phillips, a bass player, Jim Robinson was playing
trombone. Joe Rena played drums, he’s Kid Rena’s brother.
Walter Decou played piano.
Sidney Desvigne - 'Second Line' Magazine-March/April, 1960
Desvignes’ first experiences with playing jazz in New
Orleans was in the old restricted red light district at the “101
Ranch” Café.
Cie Frazier - 'Second Line' - Winter-1984 - Mona MacMurray
& Sue Hall
Asked if he played in the District he said “In later years, but
now they have that Iberville project there. We played a lot at a
place, the Entertainers, it was a beer garden right on the
corner of Iberville and Basin. The cemetery was there then, but
let me see if I can explain it to you. You notice when you’re on
Basin Street a little before you get to the Krauss store, if you’re
looking for it you can see a little grocery store. Well, back in
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those days, it was right there, before they had that grocery
store. The building is still there back of Krauss.
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A Trip to the Past
Two popular dance halls that were next to each other on
Iberville Street, between Rampart and Burgundy. They were
both on the ground floor. One was called the LaVida, the other
the Fern. I later learned the musicians called the Fern, the
Budweiser-due to the sign that hung from the front of the
building. The LaVida had the larger gambling room, three
tables full, where stakes started at 50 cents upwards. The two
nights I mingled between the two I observed that the Fern
usually had the bigger crowd, perhaps due to the fact that the
Fern was on the corner with the refreshment stand and the
cigar stand in the front portion of the establishment with the
lunch counter inside the vestibule of the hall. Each had
gambling and all other things were very similar. The
refreshment stand was the gathering place where the
'hostesses' and the men came between dances. The LaVida had
a delicatessen in front of the dance hall. Lunches were served
inside the hall also, to one side of the hall. The Fern this
particular night was more popular, perhaps due to the fact
that the hostesses and men could eat and flirt out of the sight of
the matron, who usually contained herself inside the hall
around the dance floor. Talking to one of the patrons I learned
that in 1924 Anthony Parenti and the Melody Boys played at
the LaVida, and the orchestra tonight was lead by John Handy
and Jim Robinson. I found out that the following musicians
played in the band at the Fern. Eddie Faye played trumpet,
Harold Peterson was the drummer, Buzzy Williams played
piano and Charlie Fishbein bowed the violin. Seated at his left
was the sax player, Florenzo Ramos. Standing behind him was
Joe Kinnerman holding up the string bass. Finally on the
extreme left was Stalebread Lacoume, a blind banjo player.
They were all dressed in black tuxes with ribbon ties. There
was a drape behind the ground hanging like a painted peacock
tail. All in all, with the grand piano and the bandstand
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decorated with tapestry, it presented a classic air of
respectability.
The building housing the Fern was basically a two-story
building with an attic. Most people referred to the place as the
Budweiser as earlier stated. One could not miss the large Bud
sign supported by a pipe which extended from the second floor
wall. A balcony was present for the entire length of the
building. There was a large doorway in which to enter, the
transit being covered by another advertisement for Bud ("Bud
Beer on draft.") Part of a window on the right of the door and
in the center of another door was a shadow like mural showing
a band playing with palm trees flanking the left and right
sides. The door on the right was the entrance to Mabel's
Tavern.
The two halls had about 20 'hostesses'. I found out that
some of the regulars would by a $1.00 worth of tickets and
dance out that entire group of tickets with the same girl. Then
they would repeat the situation, buying $1.00 worth of tickets,
using them all to dance with the same girl. Was there a method
in their madness? Was it so that the hostess would receive the
entire percentage from the tickets?
I was standing near the entrance and overheard the
matron rebuking one of the hostesses. The girl must have been
around 15 or 16, and was rather pretty. She was small with
dark hair and eyes. She was smoking a cigarette as the matron
talked to her. Evidently the matron felt that the girl had
danced too many dances with the same guy and the guy gave
her $5.00 to take a taxi home. The guy in question was
standing near and seemed apprehensive - perhaps because the
girl could lose her job because of this and he would surely be
barred from the dance hall.
There was no impropriety of conduct on or off the dance
floor at either of the two places when I was there. I am told by
a 'regular' and responsible party that there is a considerable
relaxation of discipline when the matron goes home after her
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appointed hours are up, and especially during Mardi Gras,
when dancing goes on from the afternoon till morning supervision being present only from 7:30 till 12:00. At the
LaVida the band was headed by Kid Howard, a black trumpet
player.
The next night I got an earlier start and presented myself
at the Alamo Dance Hall on Liberty Street, between Canal and
Iberville at around 8:30. I think I arrived too early, as the hall
was not at all crowded. In fact, the manager, a very soave,
'sheik' type in appearance who I imagined was in his early
30's, danced with some of the girls. I thought perhaps it was
because he wanted to make the place look busy, hoping to pick
up business. I did not dance but thought I would just observe
for awhile. But because it was so slow I decided to leave and
return at a later time. Doing this I could be sure that the hall
would be crowded and, if I continued to be an observer, I
would not stick out as not belonging to the regular clientele.
Upon returning about 10:00 I stayed the entire evening,
taking note that the action started late and got 'fast' toward the
closing hour. At the height of action I counted 20 hostesses.
There was also present, at this dance hall, the traditional
policeman and matron, but I noticed upon certain occasions
they were subservient to the manager. They seemed to be there
to give the place a moral character but could, and did at times,
become 'blind' to certain occurrences. Their presence did add
a sense of re splendor respectability to the hall. The two halls
had a common atmosphere and structure which one expected
of a traditional New Orleans dance hall.
Having taken Friday and Saturday to visit the Music Box
and the Alamo dance halls, and being a working man for the
next five days, it was not until the next weekend that I returned
to New Orleans to try my luck at two popular dance halls that
were next to each other on Iberville Street, between Rampart
and Burgundy. They were both on the ground floor. One was
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called the LaVida, the other the Fern. I later learned the
musicians called the Fern, the Budweiser-due to the sign that
hung from the front of the building. The LaVida had the larger
gambling room, three tables full, where stakes started at 50
cents upwards. The two nights I mingled between the two I
observed that the Fern usually had the bigger crowd, perhaps
due to the fact that the Fern was on the corner with the
refreshment stand and the cigar stand in the front portion of
the establishment with the lunch counter inside the vestibule of
the hall. Each had gambling and all other things were very
similar. The refreshment stand was the gathering place where
the 'hostesses' and the men came between dances. See page 89
for further info on the Fern Dance Hall.
The LaVida had a delicatessen in front of the dance hall.
Lunches were served inside the hall also, to one side of the hall.
The Fern this particular night was more popular, perhaps due
to the fact that the hostesses and men could eat and flirt out of
the sight of the matron, who usually contained herself inside
the hall around the dance floor. Talking to one of the patrons I
learned that in 1924 Anthony Parenti and the Melody Boys
played at the LaVida, and the orchestra tonight was lead by
John Handy and Jim Robinson. I found out that the following
musicians played in the band at the Fern. Eddie Faye played
trumpet, Harold Peterson was the drummer, Buzzy Williams
played piano and Charlie Fishbein bowed the violin. Seated at
his left was the sax player, Florenzo Ramos. Standing behind
him was Joe Zinnerman holding up the string bass. Finally on
the extreme left was Stalebread Lacoume, a blind banjo player.
They were all dressed in black tuxes with ribbon ties. There
was a drape behind the ground hanging like a painted peacock
tail. All in all, with the grand piano and the bandstand
decorated with tapestry, it presented a classic air of
respectability.
The building housing the Fern was basically a two-story
building with an attic. Most people referred to the place as the
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Budweiser as earlier stated. One could not miss the large Bud
sign supported by a pipe which extended from the second floor
wall. A balcony was present for the entire length of the
building. There was a large doorway in which to enter, the
transit being covered by another advertisement for Bud ("Bud
Beer on draft.") Part of a window on the right of the door and
in the center of another door was a shadow like mural showing
a band playing with palm trees flanking the left and right
sides. The door on the right was the entrance to Mabel's
Tavern.
The two halls had about 20 'hostesses'. I found out that
some of the regulars would by a $1.00 worth of tickets and
dance out that entire group of tickets with the same girl. Then
they would repeat the situation, buying $1.00 worth of tickets,
using them all to dance with the same girl. Was there a method
in their madness? Was it so that the hostess would receive the
entire percentage from the tickets?
I was standing near the entrance and overheard the
matron rebuking one of the hostesses. The girl must have been
around 15 or 16, and was rather pretty. She was small with
dark hair and eyes. She was smoking a cigarette as the matron
talked to her. Evidently the matron felt that the girl had
danced too many dances with the same guy and the guy gave
her $5.00 to take a taxi home. The guy in question was
standing near and seemed apprehensive - perhaps because the
girl could lose her job because of this and he would surely be
barred from the dance hall.
There was no impropriety of conduct on or off the dance
floor at either of the two places when I was there. I am told by
a 'regular' and responsible party that there is a considerable
relaxation of discipline when the matron goes home after her
appointed hours are up, and especially during Mardi Gras,
when dancing goes on from the afternoon till morning supervision being present only from 7:30 till 12:00. At the
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LaVida the band was headed by Kid Howard, a black trumpet
player.
Gus Chandler went back to Chicago and got in touch
with Harry James who was managing Sam Hare’s Shiller’s
café at the time. James wrote me and we settled the deal when
he sent us train tickets for 5 men – Al Nunez, who was playing
clarinet at the Pup Café was one of the first to sign up. He got
me the other fellows, Eddie Edwards, trombone, Nick
LaRocca, cornet, and Harry Rages, piano.
The club lasted until prohibition. It became a taxi dance
hall around 1920. It was then called Fern Café #2 but the
popular name was used as it had a big Budweiser Beer sign
hanging on the outside, thus the name the Budweiser.

Professors that played in Storyville
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Frank Amacher

Richard Jones

Tony Jackson

Manuel Manetta
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Jelly Roll Morton

Henry Ragas

Spencer Williams

Roy Zimmerman
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Map From 'Jazz Map' by Karl Koenig
Top left of French Quartet known as the Tango Belt. The
Tango Belt had no official location and most clubs in this area
were considered part of the so called Tango Belt.
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List of Clubs by Street address of many clubs. It must be noted
that cabarets might change their name or close down.
Iberville
106 - Little Frisco Cabaret
717 - Louisiana Restaurant (23)
735 - Neptune Grotto (38)
1000 – Black & Tan Club (Raleigh Café/ Panama Café)
1008 – Hub Café (48)
1014 – New Pup Café (39)
1014 – Haymarket (22) also 229 Bourbon at Burg. & Conti
1015 – Turf Club (46)
1017 – Fern D. H. (7) (also The Budweiser)
1019 – LaVida (8)
1021 – Pup Café (1)
1024 – Fermandez (20)
1025 – Elite Hall – (5)
Bienville
625 – Srewman’s Hall
Hotels
120 – Cosmopolitan Hotel
Bush Hotel – Dauphine & Iberville
Theaters
Dauphine Theater – 218-324 Dauphine St.
Lyric Theater – 1000 Iberville
Greenwall Theater – corner of Iberville & Dauphine
Bourbon
209 – Victor’s
229 – Shim-Sham Club
308 – Columbus
327 – Eagle Hall
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400 - Absinthe Bar (Kelly’s)
426 – Silver Slipper/Dreamland
438 - Echo Café –
500 – 500 Club
516 – Dixieland Hall
815 - Cobweb Club (17)
N. Rampart
106 – Little Frisco Cabaret
126 - Andersons
200 – Westerdorf Café (51)
300 – Dog House
342 – Cadillac Club
404 – San Souci Cabaret
Conti
942 - Ringside Café (corner of Dauphine & Bienville on Conti
(Also the Orchard Café & Plantation Club)
Burgundy
113 – Alamo Dance Hall
Astoria Club – on Burgundy between Conti & Bourbon
Exchange Alley
114 – Blum’s Café
117 – Hemer’s Saloon
128 – Manguno’s (Sparada’s)
131 – Joseph’s Restaurant
132 – Vicialet’s
133 – Messina Osupte House
135 – Musician’s Union
Doli’s – Exchange & Conti
Royal
135 – Faubacher’s Restaurant
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334 – Crystal Ballroom
Dauphine
275 – Sons of Orleans Hall
St. Louis
622 - Mechanics Hall
807 – Casino Royale
Decatur
539 – New Pup Café (Rodiquez-also at 613, 1014 Iberville)
Toulouse
906 – Oriental Café
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Storyville
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Anna Duebler’s Double Life as Josie Arlington,
Madam of Storyville

Anna Duebler
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Duebler and Niece

Duebler
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Tom Anderson's
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Anderson’s at Night
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A photo of a group at a party - including: 1) Peter Dueblerbrother, II) Jose Arlington (Anna Duebler). III) John Brady,
)IV Ann Duebler, V) Tom Anderson, VI) Judge Richard Otero

Tom Anderson was the unofficial major of Storyville, Jose
Arlington his mistress.
Josie Arlington
Wikipedia
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Mary Deubler was born in New Orleans to German
immigrant parents on February 8th, 1864, and began working
as a prostitute in 1881 under the name Josie Alton. It is likely
that the idea first came from her boyfriend Philip Lobrano, a
useless man with whom she stayed until 1890 though they
never actually married. Josie was very attractive, intelligent
and industrious and therefore had no trouble supporting
Lobrano and several members of her family as well. She was
also, however, notoriously hot-tempered and never shied away
from a fight with either customers or other whores, and when
she opened her own brothel at 172 Customhouse Street in 1888
(under the name Josie Lobrano), the place soon became
notorious for the feistiness of both its madam and the
employees she attracted.
Since Josie was a shrewd businesswoman - the brothel
prospered, but the situation was too unstable to continue for
long and on November 2, 1890 a free-for-all broke out which
involved nearly everyone in the building. In the ensuing melee
Philip Lobrano shot Josie’s brother Peter, and though he was
eventually acquitted she would have nothing more to do with
him nor with anyone else who had a reputation for fighting.
Changing her name once again to that by which she is
remembered, Josie Arlington, she fired her entire staff and
vowed that from then on fighting would not be tolerated in her
house; she further decided that only “refined gentlemen” who
preferred “amiable foreign girls” would be welcome as
customers. She had apparently decided to operate the highestclass brothel in the entire country, and in the minds of many
she eventually succeeded.
RENOWNED CALL HOUSE MADAMS
Josie Arlington
The Honest Courtesan - Maggie McNeil
Proprietor of the most elaborate bordello in the famous
Storyville red-light district of New Orleans, Josie was born
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Mary Duebler of German parents in New Orleans in 1864. She
first went into the business in 1881 and was noted for an
extremely irascible disposition, which drew her into incredibly
bloody brawls. Known at various times as Josie Alton, Josie
Lobrano, and Lobrano d'Arlington, this short, hot-tempered
little brunet decided to cool things down and improve her
manners in 1895, when she opened an establishment on
Customhouse Street filled with "gracious, amiable foreign girls
who would beat home only to gentlemen of taste and
refinement." When Storyville opened as a segregated district
of legal prostitution in 1898, Josie moved right on over.
The Chateau Lobrano d’Arlington soon developed into
the one of the most profitable and highly-respected brothels in
the city, and though it is highly doubtful that as many of her
girls were imported as she claimed, it is unquestionable that
they were amiable; Josie had learned her lesson and
immediately ejected anyone who caused trouble, whether
employee or customer. So when Storyville was established in
1898, she had plenty of money to build an opulent four-story,
sixteen-bedroom mansion with an onion-domed cupola at 225
North Basin Street. In keeping with her “foreign” theme this
brothel, now called simply The Arlington, had a number of
parlors decorated in various national styles including the
Turkish Parlor, the Japanese Parlor, the Vienna Parlor and
the American Parlor; it also had a Hall of Mirrors and several
large dens, all lavishly decorated with paintings, hangings,
statuary and furniture. It was, as the Blue Book expressed it,
“absolutely and unquestionably the most decorative and costly
fitted-out sporting palace ever placed before the American
public.”
Josie lived on the premises with her lover John T. Brady
(whom she “took up with” soon after dumping Lobrano) and
about a dozen girls at a time, although the number could be as
high as twenty during Carnival season. It was one of the most
expensive houses, charging $5.00/hour at a time when the
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average American workman made 22¢/hour. The Arlington
also offered a live pornographic show called The Circus (I shall
leave the details to your imaginations) and various specialties,
but there was one common request of that time to which its
madam refused to cater: defloration of virgins. Brothels of the
day charged $200 or more for a credible virgin, but Josie
absolutely refused to participate in this disreputable trade and
insisted that no girl ever had or ever would lose her virginity at
The Arlington. But despite this refusal (or perhaps, in part,
because of it) the business was incredibly lucrative and within
a few years she bought herself a $35,000 mansion on Esplanade
Avenue and a country house and farm in Covington (north of
Lake Pontchartrain).
Alas, nothing lasts forever; the Arlington was badly
damaged in a fire in 1905 and the business temporarily moved
to a set of rooms above a saloon owned by Josie’s friend Tom
Anderson. The building soon acquired the nickname “The
Arlington Annex” as a result, and Anderson was so pleased by
this he actually had the name painted on the front of the
building. Extensive renovations costing about $5000 were
carried out and soon the Arlington was even more elegant than
before, but Josie’s mind could not be so easily repaired; she
had almost died in the fire, and in the years which followed she
became increasingly reclusive and morbid. She retired in 1909
to her mansion, leased the Arlington to Anna Casey and sold
many of her other assets to Tom Anderson, then bought a large
plot in the exclusive Metairie Cemetery and built an ornate
tomb of red marble with elaborately engraved copper doors.
In front of the tomb stands a beautiful bronze statue of a
young girl knocking at the door; she is said to represent a
virgin being denied access to the interior of the Arlington. The
project was designed by the noted Albert Weiblen and cost
somewhere in the neighborhood of $10,000.
For the next five years, Josie Arlington continued to
decline mentally and physically; she became moody and
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quarrelsome, sinking into dementia in 1913 and dying on
February 14th, 1914 – less than a week after her 50th
birthday. She was buried the next day, and though most of the
madams in the District sent flowers the actual turnout at her
funeral was very poor: Tom Anderson, Josie’s common-law
husband John Brady, her niece (and chief heir) Anna Duebler,
regular client Judge Richard Otero and several representatives
of the Sisters of Charity, a convent to which Josie had been
generous. A week later Brady and Anna Duebler were
married, and though Josie’s father tried to contest her will the
couple retained control of the entire estate.
But that isn’t quite the end of the story. Soon after
Josie’s funeral people began to report that sometimes after
dark the tomb seemed to burst into flame, with tongues of
ghostly, cold fire flickering across the red marble (some
claimed it was due to reflection from a nearby traffic light but
this could never be proven). The site soon became a tourist
attraction, and before long these visitors began to report an
even more terrifying phenomenon: the statue of the girl at the
door sometimes vanished from her post and was said to walk
about the cemetery. Two gravediggers even claimed to have
seen her in the act of leaving the tomb! Naturally, the family
was deeply upset and so they eventually had Josie’s remains
moved to a different grave and sold the “haunted” tomb to the
Morales family. Though caretakers of the cemetery have been
ordered not to point out the tomb to the curious any longer, it
is not difficult to find and though no one has seen the phantom
fire for at least seven decades there are still occasional claims
that the bronze virgin continues her nocturnal wanderings to
this day.'
Probably the most palatial of all Storyville mansions was
located at 225 North Basin Street. Its madam was Josie
Arlington. This was allegedly the most highly decorated and
expensive sporting house ever placed before the American
male public. Advertisements of ‘the palace’ claimed that works
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of the great artists from Europe and American could be found
within the bordello, as well as an amazing collection of steins.
The interior of the wooden structure contained numerous
parlors designated by names of the countries or styles which
the furniture represented – a Japanese parlor, a mirror and
music room, a Vienna Hall, Turkish corners, and numerous
other sumptuously furnished rooms. Most of the parlors in
Storyville contained pianos. (See: Heartman/Charles “The
Blue Book: 1936) and states “Josie Arlington – well-coiffured
girls.”
In 1897, with the establishment of a restricted red-light
district, the more prosperous madams immediately changed
residences. Jose Arlington gave up her house in the French
Quarter and leased or purchased a palace on Basin Street.
The Sunday Sun, a sportin’ newsletter, first appeared
around 1888. During the Storyville era it was an eight page
scandal sheet dealing entirely with the sportin’ life in New
Orleans. It continued to be published until around 1907. The
first page of the scandal sheet carried news items concerning
such things as the prostitutes, Mardi Gras Balls and the love
affairs of the girls in the sporting life. The paper included a
society page titled “Scarlet world.” One entry: “Miss Josie
Arlington is suffering with a bad cold but she is on deck all the
same, attending to business…”
The most famous madam, Josie Arlington, died in 1914 and
thereafter her former housekeeper ran her sporting palace.
According to local gossip, sometime after 1890, Tom
Anderson (the unofficial mayor of Storyville) entered a
relationship with a woman who called herself Josie Lobrano.
Certain historians have suggested that she financed his
business enterprises, and that they lived together. But, their
relationship probably was no more than a close friendship or a
business association. It is known that Josie Arlington, or Miss
Lobrano, as Josie was then known, was the paramour of a local
sporting man, John Thomas Brady, before 1903. Moreover,
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Anderson had married Catherine Archer Roeder in 1894, and
they were not divorced until June of 1899.
Anderson’s love affairs, however, were not the most
important phase of his life during the 1890’s. His main fame
grew from his part ownership of a saloon located at 110-12 N.
Rampart St. The establishment was named the “Arlington”
and financially, it was a great success.
In 1901 Anderson opened the Arlington Annex Café on
Basin St. and a businessman’s café, the “Stag” at 712 Gravier
St. It is said that Anderson owned the parlor house
immediately adjacent to the Annex, and a portion of Josie
Arlington’s imposing house at 225 N. Basin St.
In the red-light district, Anderson was the most powerful
political force and his Arlington Annex Saloon was the most
popular saloon in Storyville. On its opening night in 1901, the
visitor was greeted by the sight of over 100 separate light bulbs
in the ceiling, and a large electric sign outside - an impressive
display indeed.
The Arlington and Arlington Annex were visited by many
celebrities: fighters Jim Corbett and John L. Sullivan, baseball
players Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb, and George M. Cohan, and
many others.
Brass bands would have been too noisy for the many
gamblers in the Annex but a smaller ‘jazz’ band was present
during special times such as Mardi Gras. George M. Cohan
was said to “have done tricks at the Annex with his derby,
rolling it down on his arm while the Negro band whipped up a
jazzy tune.”
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Youman Jacob, Coochie Martin, unknown, Wendell McNeil
Type of string band playing at Anderson's
Very little of Tom Anderson’s private life is known.
During the Storyville period, he appeared to maintain an
especially close relationship with Josie Arlington, Hilma Burt
and Gertrude Dix, all madams of Storyville brothels. About
1914 Gertrude Dix assumed the position of madam in the
house next to the Annex.
The best known of the Storyville madams was Josie
Arlington, proprietress at 225 N. Basin Street. Josie’s real
name was Mary Anna Duebler. She was born in New Orleans
around 1864 and was orphaned by the age of 10. A few years
following the death of her parents, she entered the sporting life.
Her attraction for men was evidently great, because with her
earnings, she amply supported her pimp, Phillip Lobrano and
the surviving members of her family. During those years she
called herself Josie Labrano. Court records disclose that Josie
Lobrano was a brawler and that her place of business changed
locations often. About 1888 she opened a fancy house at 172
Customhouse St. It was described as one of the toughest in the
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city; but its location one block from the best department stores
indicated otherwise. The house was a hangout for her brother,
Peter Duebler and her lover, Lobrano. On Nov. 2, 1890
Lobrano shot and killed Peter during an argument. He was
eventually acquitted of murder, but Josie was through with
him.
Her house now assumed a better reputation and by 1897 she
was the paramour and supporter of John Thomas Brady, a
poolroom operator, bookmaker and small-time real estate
man. She had also changed her name to Josie Arlington.
Besides supporting Brady, Josie supported her niece, Anna
Duebler, sending her to the best Catholic schools in the U. S.
and Europe. Josie and Brady traveled extensively and lived as
man and wife. The girl accompanied the couple on most of
their travels, and she did not learn of her aunt’s occupation
until 1913 or 1914. When Storyville was established, Josie
Arlington was quick to get one of the choice locations in the
district. Her reputation as a madam was unexcelled.
The house was severely damaged by fire sometime before
1905, and Josie was nearly killed. She and her girls set up
business above Tom Anderson’s Annex Saloon until repairs
were completed, but Josie now experienced a personality
change and became moody and introspective. In 1907, while
barnstorming the country, Carrie Nation came to New Orleans
and made a speech at Josie’s mansion. She addressed 16 girls.
Even Josie, dressed in a black gown, listened intently. Carrie
questioned the madam as to the cost of the bordello and even
secured Josie’s promise to retire (Item, Dec. 20, 1907 & August
2, 1931). Before leaving, she distributed souvenir hatchets.
Whether Madam Arlington was swayed by Carrie Nation is
unknown, but about 1909 she leased her house to Anna Casey,
her housekeeper and retired to a large home she had built for
$25,000 at 2721 Esplanade Ave. (more about this house later)
Her convent-reared niece and Brady lived with her. In 1912
she bought a plot in Metairie Cemetery and erected a large
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tomb of red marble; the entire cost of this monument was
estimated at $10,000. Furthermore, she donated some of her
money to charity projects.
In Feb. 1914, Josie Arlington died at her home on
Esplanade. She was buried on the 17th of Feb. with a rather
small funeral entourage. Tom Anderson, John T. Brady, 2
Catholic priests, 8 altar boys, a number of orphans, some
sisters of charity, and her business manager, Judge Richard
Otero, attended the funeral. No girls from the district were
present, but they sent many flowers. The day after the funeral,
Brady announced Josie had left a will, naming him as executor.
On Feb. 23, 1914, he married Anna Duebler, Josie’s niece.
They inherited the majority of Josie estate, worth $60,000.
Josie’s real estate was worth $53,000. The contents of her
house on Basin St. - $3,150; Cash - $1,247.86, and notes $1,600. Josie also owned oil interest of unknown value.
Shortly after her death, a red signal light was installed near
the Arlington tomb and its reflection on the red marble was
considered ironic. In the 1920’s the Brady’s placed Josie’s
bones in a receiving vault and sold her tomb.
Double Life
Unknown to the general public around New Orleans was
that Josie also lived in Abita Springs, Louisiana, located north
of Lake Pontchartrain, near Covington, La. There she was a
respected citizen and no one even thought that this person was
the notorious madam of a Storyville brothel. Her house is still
there. She lived there with her niece. It is located on the road to
Bogalusa and close to the Abita Springs cut-off, about six miles
outside Covington.
From 'Ponchartain' - Book by K. Koenig
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Military Road is now the road to Bogalusa and close to
the Abita Springs cut-off. About six to eight miles outside
Covington and near Abita Springs, was the house of Ann
Duebler, a very respectable local citizen. It was not known
until later that she ran one of the most famous and notorious
pleasure houses in Storyville (the red light district in New
Orleans) and was known around Storyville under the name of
Josie Arlington.
The Arlington house on Esplanade was later moved to
2863 Grand Route St. John. The realtors Don Goudeau and
Larry Souchon bought the house which was now the house in
St. Johns after seeing a marble stone on the front lawn of the
house in St, Johns bearing the number 2721, which was not in
numerical order.
“An old lady in the neighborhood told Suchand that the
house was moved to Grand Route St. John from 2721
Esplanade. She also said that this was Josie Arlington’s house,
the place she retired to after she left Storyville. “
Other people in the neighborhood repeated the story. The
realtors researched the house and discovered that the house
was built sometime between 1861 and 1881 and that in 1909
Duebler owned property that is now the 2700 block of
Esplanade. That was the real name of Josie Arlington.
They also discovered that in 1913, a year before she died,
Josie sold her Esplanade Avenue home to a business associate,
John T. Brady in a private act of sale. Brady failed to record
the action and Josie’s niece, Anna Duebler, had to ratify the
sale before a notary after Josie died. She didn’t lose anything
though because she married Brady. When the school board
bought the property at the corner of Esplanade and N. White
in 1922, it gave the seller a 90-day option to move the house off
the site. McDonogh No. 28 now occupies the Esplanade
property. The death notice of John Brady gives the address of
the wake at 2863 Grand Route St. John.
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In this house the rooms on the second floor feature ornate
cornices of delicate plasterwork. Cupids dance among scrolls
and flowers near the ceiling of a smaller room adjoining a huge
upstairs bedroom. Double parlors on the first floor separated
by a column-supported hallway. The plaster decorations these
rooms are so ornate the parlor looks like a ballroom.
Articles on Josie
“Hello”: scandal sheet – New Orleans ca. 1900
“Josie Arlington - Basin St. 227 – phone 1880. She was
one of the most famous sporting women of her generation. It is
said that she made a million dollars. Tom Anderson was her
steady lover. She staked him and he became a large
stockholder of a well-known oil company.”
Sporting Guide: – New Orleans ca. 1895
“Josie Arlington – 225 N. Basin – No pen can describe the
beauty and magnificence that reign supreme within the walls
of Miss Arlington’s mansion. The draperies, carved furniture
and oil paintings are of foreign make and a visit will teach
more than man can tell.”
Blue Book:
“Tom Anderson’s restaurants are now named the
“Arlington” or “Arlington Annex” in honor of his famous
mistress who reigned at her mansion in 225 N. Basin.”
A directory of the Tenderloin:
“First entry is given over to Miss Josie Arlington and of
course the names of Mills Arlington’s galaxy of (15) beauties
are given. Included is also the name of Miss Annie Casey,
housekeeper.”
Blue Book: New Orleans, 1905
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“Miss Arlington recently went to an expense of nearly
$5,000 in having her mansion renovated and replenished.
Within the great walls of the Arlington will be found the
work of great artists from Europe and America. Many articles
acquired from the La. Purchase Exposition will also be seen.”
We find a number of pages that contain further
mentioning of the mansion and Josie, and nine more interior
illustrations of Miss. Arlington’s mansion grace the book. They
appear at times opposite the descriptions of some of the other
joy houses. From this one may infer that Tom Anderson had
not a little to do with the publication of the book. It has been
said, “Nowhere in this country will you find a more complete
and thorough sporting establishment than the Arlington.
Absolutely and unquestionably the most decorative and costly
fitted out sporting palace ever placed before the American
public. The wonderful originality of everything that goes to fit
out a mansion makes it the most attractive ever seen in this and
the old country. The magnificent and costly Turkish Parlor at
Miss. Arlington at 225 Basin St. - anyone who appreciates
grandeur and work of art, here it is in full.”
Sunday Sun, Feb. 25th, 1906:
“The Arlington – this glided palace has a national
reputation and is known the world over. In this mansion are to
be found a fine contingent of fascinating girls. The Arlington
has broke records for a number of lovely queens and it has
now in its mansion 18 of the crème de la crème of female
loveliness to be found popular Annie Casey is still the efficient
and well liked housekeeper. Strangers here during the carnival
will be royally entertained and a sweller or more elegant
mansion does not exist. Until Miss Arlington’s mansion is
finished she is to be found over Anderson’s Annex corner of
Basin St. and Customhouse St.
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The Arlington, over Anderson’s Annex has been doing a
fine carnival business during the week. Miss Arlington was in
hopes of occupying a portion of her mansion ere this, as was
stated in this paper, but it now transpires that it will be fully 15
days before the contractor can turn over the mansion.”
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Tomb of Josie

tomb of Josie
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American Parlor
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Tango Dance - History
The Tango evolved in Buenos Aires at the end of the 19th
century. It is said that it evolved from the Milonga, a lively,
suggestive Argentinean dance, and the Habanera of Cuba. By
the 1920's it had become a standard ballroom dance in Europe
and the United States. It evolved into a flowing, elegant dance
accompanied by somewhat melancholy music with a
characteristic tango beat. The Tango caused a sensation in
dancing circles and is danced in both the closed position and in
various types of extravagant dance relationships which
incorporate a particular freedom of expression.
The Tango uses some of the same step patterns as other
'walking' dances, including the fox Trot and the Quickstep. No
other dance but the Tango connects two people more closely
and emotionally as well as physically. Part of this is the dance
position. Partners face the same direction (the woman's right,
the man's left) and so dance almost cheek to cheek. You also
keep your arms around each other for the entire dance. Begin
the dance in a standard dance position, keeping your upper
body straight, then shift your weight onto the balls of your feet.
This will push you and your partner together. The man pulls
his partner toward him with his right hand behind his
partner's back. The partner places her left hand on your upper
arm just above his biceps and pushes against him. Extend your
other arm (the woman's right, the man's left) to the side in the
usual ballroom manner. Do not let your arm sink like a lead
weight, or flop around like wet spaghetti. Instead press very
lightly against your partner's hand.
There are hundreds of step patterns that can be used. The
simplest, most basic tango pattern is the walk. Start from the
neutral position (feet close together). The woman steps
backward with her right foot, then backward with her left. The
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man steps forward with his left foot then forward with his
right. Don't leave your legs apart after the second step. Instead
bring your free foot (the woman's right, the man's left) up
beside your supporting foot. Don’t put any weight on the free
foot. This brings you back to the neutral position, poised to do
another Two-Step Walk or some other pattern. In the Tango
you do not do standard step patterns in standard sequences to
a set rhythm. Instead you create new step patterns and
combine them in ways new to you. Creativity and
improvisation are valued more than correctness by the best
Tango dancers. Perhaps this freedom is one reason for the
popularity of the dance during the jazz era of dancing.
The Argentine Tango came from the working-class
neighborhoods of Buenos Aires, and long had illicit
connotations, in the same manner as the African-American
dances did in the United States. But the American "tango"
dancers always presented the dance as having gone through
the civilizing effects of Parisian adaptation, and it was in Paris
that they learned the dance."
Perhaps not historically important but interesting was the
reaction of the American Indian at seeing the Tango at the
Cotton Palace:
More on the Tango
The Tango became popular in the U. S. from approx.
1910 to 1916 - reaching its zenith in 1914, declining after the
First World War as Jazz tunes took over the popular scene.
The music library of New Orleans bandleader John Robichaux
contains some Latin music. Interestingly we find more tangos
published and found in Robichaux's music library in the year
1914, backing up the national trend and craze for tangos in
1914. The dance, during the 19th and early 20th Century was
probably the most popular of social activities with frequent
occurrence of new dance styles. Many times the dance bands
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could not keep up with the new styles and we find published
arrangements that could be used as material that could be
played in a number of dance styles. An example of this is one of
the earliest tango publications - Well, not actually. "Tres
Moutarde" (Too Much Mustard) was published as a Turkey
Trot but when the Tango became the rage, the publisher
quickly added to the cover the words: "or tango."
The Tango found its way to America from Paris. It was
found there as early as 1906 and became popular in the United
States when the famous dance team of Irene and Vernon
Castle, in 1913, danced it on Broadway. Another dance team in
Paris that of Maurice and Walton (Maurice Mouvet and
Florence Walton) made it popular. They were the main
competition for the Castles and the other famous dance team of
the era.
The Tango became popular in Paris and soon came to the
United States. Some call it a very graceful dance while others
thought it immoral. The dance soon became a craze in all
American cities with many wanted it banned. Numerous
newspaper articles write about the dance and even Fred
Astaire and Adele Astaire include the dance in their vaudeville
act. In New Orleans the various cabarets in the upper part of
the French Quarter included the dance in the orchestra's
repertoire and with the popularity of the dance these cabarets
and their location was deemed the 'Tango Belt.' Some thought
that the morality of the dance fit the immorality of the so called
'Tango Belt.'
Valentine Democrat - March 9, 1911 - New Tango dance in
Paris.
A new dance has become the fashion in the drawing
rooms of Paris this winter.
It comes from Buenos Ayres, and is called the 'Argentine
Tango.' The music is a kind of habanera, and the dance itself,
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which is extremely graceful, is an improved version of the
Berlin polka, with ten varied figures.
A roomful of people dancing the Argentine Tango looks
extremely pretty, and there is little doubt that the new dance
will soon find its way to the United States.

Winnipeg Tribune - October 4, 1912 - Orpheum
It is always interesting to see the promise of clever
achievement in young performers, and this pleasure is enjoyed
by those who watch the work of Fred and Adele Astaire, two
children who give a pretty singing and dancing act, closing
with the latest terpsichorean frolic, the Tango dance.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - December 10, 1912 - Tango barred in
Chicago
The board of governors of the Chicago Assembly Balls,
the leading annual events in the fashionable life of the city, has
just decreed that the 'Tango Argentino' shall not be among the
dances n the program.
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Tacoma Times - December 26, 1912 - The 'tango' latest society
ballroom fad-poses illustrates one complete evolution of this
suggestive dance.
To tango or not to tango is the question that is agitating
Tacoma society.
The tango began at a Chicago bachelor's ball when two
beef barons-society leaders of course-decided to forbid such
capes as the 'bunny hug,' the 'Bear Cat,' and 'Turkey Trot,'
the 'Barbary Coast Walk Back' and the 'Argentina Tango.'
But they reckoned without their wives and daughters,
who had been taking private dancing lessons in the forbidden
'tango' purposely for this ball. And though the band played
decorous waltzes and modest two-steps, the women insisted
upon tangoing until the aforesaid beef barons marshaled their
cohorts and left the ball.
With the unusually tight skirts that are worn today, the
Argentina tango is most suggestive. never before has the young
society women consented to combine the revelations of the
bathing beach with those of the formal ball gown. Hitherto
when she disclosed her nether extremities, she covered up her
neck and shoulders and vice verse.
The Argentina tango is danced by the couple taking
position for the waltz. They start off with a demure two-step
for five bars and then give one of those 'I don't care' Eva
Tanguay whirls for five bars. lifting the feet at the end of each
bar in a kind of kick.
When the whirls are finished there is a long slide, (the
couple who can make this slide longest are the most proficient)
and the man seizes the girl above the waist just as she seem to
be falling over backwards in a kind of Ruth St. Denis-Salome
pose. As she comes up from her backward dive, both her arms
twine convulsively about the neck. He takes another grip about
her waist, brings her violently to him, and they take four long
dips.
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Then they drop into the two-step again, and repeat this
performance until the music stops. Will Tacoma tango?

Xenia Daily Gazette - October 17, 1913 - Tango dance moral.
so rules a Cleveland judge in case of a teacher.
The tango dance has been vindicated in Cleveland.
Hereafter, by this recognition, it will be perfectly regular and
permissible. Following the completion of evidence in the case of
Asa Anderson, a dancing teacher, against City Dance Hall
Inspector Myers, Judge Willis Vickery ruled that the tango as
taught by Anderson is perfectly moral and can be so danced.
El Paso Herald - November 9, 1913
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'There ought to be a law against them Tango dances,' said
Sim Perkins as he and Uncle Ashdod looked into the dance
pavilion. 'They ain't decent, and they ain't safe. That there girl
with her arm stickin' out that way might run it against the
back of some feller's head and bust it.'
Ironwood Daily Globe - April 13, 1920
"American "Jazz" Fails to Oust Argentine Tango.
Buenos Aires, April 11. The Argentine has retained its
affection for its national dance, the tango, despite the
introduction of American jazz music and syncopated melodies
in the programs of Argentine halls and dances. This was shown
during the balls held in a resort carnival when tango tunes
outnumbered the Fox-Trot and One-Step in a proportion of
three to one. Several American waltzes, however are very
popular. The Argentines call the syncopated music "Yanqui"
tunes.
Some native musicians have grown rich composing
tangos. One of the most popular here is called "Fany Agus"
(Bread and Water). The title of another is translated as
"Flower of the Mud." The tango continues to be the craze of
the young dance set and new steps are being added to the
dance:
We find an article reprinted in the Baton Rouge paper from Ohio
University about the Tango:
"TANGO APPEARS AT OHIO. The faculty social committee
at Ohio State University has approved of the Tango after
seeing it danced by a professional dancer from New York. The
verdict was "Graceful and proper and wholly inoffensive when
danced correctly.” The fish walk was pronounced
objectionable." (Feb. 14, 1914)
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El Choclo
This song was one of the great popular tango
compositions. Written in 1917 by Gerado Matos Rodriguez

The most popular tango was 'La Cumparsite' written in 1905
by Angel Villodo
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“The band at the 101 Ranch consisted of: Jimmy Palaoviolin, Willie Hunphrey Sr.-clarinet, Eddie Dawson-guitar,
John Vigne-drums and Manuel Manetta-piano. (cc 1910). In
1911 the 102 Ranch had the band of: Peter Bocage-violin,
Arnold Metoyer-cornet, Louis “Papa” Tio-clarinet, Gilbert
“Bab” Frank-piccolo/flute, George Filhe-trombone, Louis
Cottrell Sr.-drums and Manuel Manetta-piano.”
“Tuxedo Cabaret (In the Daily Picayune-March 25, 1913)
reported the Tuxedo Band included a visiting guitar, several
brass pieces, a violin, guitar, piccolo and a piano.”
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